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KNEW ABOMT THE DEAL SAYS IT IS NOT YEKNiSIOUS

GARY

RIOTS

OCCUR IM

PSTS

FOSMER

COMMANDER

KILLED

NAZIM

UNTIL
LATELY
PASHA,
WAR MINISTER, SHOT DURING A DEMONSTRATION.

PEACE

DELEGATES

RECALLED

WAS AWARE THAT POLLS EXISTED, EVEN THOUGH HE TES-

DIVERSIFIED
INTERESTS PREVENT A COMBINATION OF

BALKAN STATES PREPARE ONCE
MORE TO WHIP THE PORTE

TIFIED DIFFERENTLY.

GRE.T CAPITALISTS.

INTO SUBMISSION.

New York, Jan. 24. The Tennessee
Coal and Iron company was taken
over by the United States Steel cor-

Washington, Jan. 24. To refute the
contention that a group of 180 men
in the world of finance, through interlocking directorates, control corporation assets aggregating $25,000,-01,000, Henry P. Davison, partner
of J. P. Morgan and Company, today
offered to the house money trust investigating committee a long prepared statement, calculated to controvert statistics
prepared by the
committee's accountants and put into
the records for the purpose ot showing such a condtttoi
Mr. Davison offered, his statement
at the conclusion of his testimony
and the committee decided to deliberate whether to admit It, Mr. Davison
thereupon gave out copies, although
earlier In the day he and Thomas W.
Laniont, another partner of J. P. Morgan and Company, had declared they
had no statement to give out The
?eWtment
reviews 1hv inference

poration during the panic of 1907 despite the protests of the corporation's
president, William E. Corey.
Mr. Corey so testified today under
at the hearing of
the government suit to dissolve the
corporation. He declared he had not
concurred in the purchase because
the price paid was too high. This
price was the equivalent of $119 a
share.
''John W. Gates told me that the
stock was cheap at $250 a share,"
Corey testified. "1 invariably replied
that, he was 200 too high."
Mr. Corey persisted in his contention that the Tennessee Coal and Iron
company was and would have continued a steel rail competition of the
United States Steel corporation if it
bad not taken it over,

,
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of the meetings.

Before the Stanley steel investigation committee Judge Gary testified
that as soon as the existence of the
pools came to his knowledge he had
ordered them stopped.
William E. Corey testified on
cross examination today in thai government's suit to dissolve the coron-ratioFor two days Mr. Corey lias
given testimony bearing on the con
tention of the government that the
corporation is 4 monopolistic combination. He was examined today by
C. A.. Severance.
Mr. Corey was asked concerning
the steel rail pool among American
manufacturers, Including the corporation. He said that the pool was a
"hangover' from a, pool that existed
before the corporation was organized.
It was broken up, he said, in, U'04
or 1905.
Mr. Corey
testified,
Thereafter,
some other manufacturers wanted to
raise the price on several occasions,
but the Steel corporation declined
Since 1904 the price of steel nilu,
Mr. Corey said, had not varied irmri
$28 a ton.
"For several years," he added,
"prices of Bteel rails have been higher In France, Germany. Austria, Italy
and Russia than here."
Taking up the International steel
rail pool, Mr. Severance sought to
show that the reason why producing
countries did not invade one another's
territory was because the transport
tion fates would make it Impracti.
cable to do so.
"Was It not the common custom
so?" Mr. Corey replied.
Mr. Severance asked If the witness
did not recall cabling to James A
Farrell, when Mr. Farrell was aboard,
asking him to ascertain at what price
rails had been shipped from Belgium
Pacific coast for consumntloi?
by the Harrlnian lines.
"I remember that I cabled Mr. Farrell to that effect," Mr. Corey replied, "but I am not prepared to say
whether it was before or after the
period you refer to." ,
This period ended m 1910.
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ConstantlneTtio.

24, 11 a. m.

Fighting has occurred at several
places In the city this morning. A
dozen or more persons have been,
wounded and nany arrests have b' en
made. Great public excitement Has
followed the killing of Nazim Pasna,
the former war minister and commander of the Turkish army, who
was shot during jjribii
aefcionstra-tlon- s

here last night
Talaat Bey, the new minister cf ie
Interior, Informed tbe Europeaa embassies this morning that all measures necessary to insure the security
of the city had been takea. He also
addressed circulars to the provincial
government explalnj-- j '.he reasons
for the change in the government. ,and
calling upon the people to lend their
moral and material aid to the government
"We are determined," lie said, "to
defend the interests of the country,
now faeo to face wltn lu
i'ert
1

'

M

JLnvc-I'ey, who lias takx-- i fcuoi a
v' and no
..WQ 8ucn eoIlt-rin. tie over uow of
mace prominent putj.
such deduction can be
lOamii
Pasha's
is the popucabinet,
Thosi6- - .Tao have
from the tables.
lar hero of the di.y.
inmade such deductions have fallen
Nazim Pasha's death, by a shot
to several obvious errors. They fail
from the revolver of Enver Bey ur
to observe; first that of the total
Talaat Bey, is believed to nave been
number of directors in these particaccidental. Ihe two officers, in orular corporations this group repreder to protect themselves from the
sents only about one quarter; second
fire of Nazim's
who had
that upon this assumption, those shot at
from a wlnaow, drew
them
men, In order to exercise 'control' their revolvers and
emptied them at
must act and vote In every instance him. A
bullet struck and killed Nr.z-Ias a unit, although they come from
Pasha, who was seated Instde the
different parts of the country and room.
represent divers and frequently con
The funeral of Nazim Pasha, who
flicting interests; that upon this as- was killed here last
night, took place
sumption the directors outside of thla this
The new grand viz
morning.
'group' must be mere dummies, with ier and minister of war, Masnrad
no voice or opinion of their own,
Shefket Pasha,' an old comrade of the
who, in almost every instance, are ov- dead commander-in-chieattended.
erruled by a minority; finally that After
members of ttie
burial
the
the
this sum of 25 billion dollars Is not cabinet went to the
palace and took
actual cash or liquid assets, suscept- the oath of
to the sultan.
allegiance
ible of manipulation or misuse by the
the retiring
Subsequently
foreign
directors, the fact of course being minister, Norandunghuan Pasha, was
enormous
of
this
bulk
that the great
called to a meeting ot the cabinet
sum Is and for gears has ,been tied
council to explain tne foreign situarails, ties, tion.
up, In the
'
factories, plants, tools,
equipment,
Tho sultan went to the mosque at
manufactured goods and other forms noon to attend the usual Sclamiik
at
of corporate property necessary for which Masmud ScbefKet
Pasha and
carrying on railroad and industrial Envoi- - l!ey also were present. The
business in the country.
function passed off without Incident.
Mr. Davison was on the stand again
The new Turkish cabinet Is conU-tute- d
in the money trust hearing today.
as follows:
Mr. Untermyer took up Mr.' DaviGrand vizier and minister of war
son's statement of yesterday that "ihe Mahomoud Shefltet Pasha. .
concentration of banking resources in
President ot council of state Sali
New York was sufficient to .'ure tor llalim.
the business of the country at Us
Minister of the Interior Hadji
'
present development."
Adil.
"There Is less consolidation In Nev
Minister of foreign affairs. temp
York banking today than there was rnry Mtikhetar Bey,
ten years aso," said Mr. Dav 10:1,
Minister of marine TfiHlwruV ".1 1
"Tho resources of the New York baaVs Mahamoud.
T'S-hare only 38 per cent of the roinarcs Minister of jHKtloo Ibr.ihe.of the entire country. We are derd
Minister of finance It if ant Hey.
Ing today In larger units, industrially,
Minister of public works C tt.r'.a
commercially and every other way. in
niav Fffondl.
many instances a corporation
U
i
VilMinister of pious found t
want to borrow up to $5,000,000.
Is much to that corporation's advant- li Pasha.
of
ngvlmilt.'r-'-I'JJMinister
M
age to be able to make that lonn from
a single lank rather than to have to Rffendl.
Minister of posts Oskin.n Rr-vgo shopping round makins lonos ot
-P
Minister of public Instr-ir'- '
$300,000 here and there."
Pasha.
"Don't you thing It would bo an advantage to have a good .many
Pea:
banks in New York, so that
he could have some plaee to CO sliop- pins around if ho had to?" n.kcj Mi'. tot the news of tlie
Of
Untermyer.
"1 think tbe bun 3 of Kcw York
tin: J
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SKid-mor-

Little Opposition to the Resident of Three
Rivers Is Expressed at Meeting

v.-il-l

THE

BEFORE

FIGHTING

HOUSE INVESTIGATORS.

COMPANY.

CROWDS OF WOMEN SHOP-- .

the republicans not presPER 3 AND CLERKS.
ent at last night's caucus were Senator McCoy, Representatives Clancy,
Labadie, Manzanares, Moreno, Skid-mor- e MANY
ACTSCF HEROISM
e
and the speaker. Messrs.
and Moreno are known to favor
Senator Fall, while the attitude of the A DOCTOR CRAWLS BENEATH
others is unknown. '
THE RUiNS AND KEEPS GIRL
The senate was in session only a
ALIVE UNTiL RESCUED.
few minutes .this morning, the proceedings being purely formal. Sena'
Tex., Jan. 24. There
McKiuney,
tor Clark presented a petition for a
was
assurance
this morning that the
measand
of
uniform system
weights
of the four story Commer- ures, which was referred to Senator collapse
cial building bore yesterday had not
Bowman of the printing committee.
developed into the holocaust which
anhouse
A
the
from
messenger
PROGRESSIVES JOIN IN WITH REGULARS nounced the passage of that body of for hours after the walls fell resHouse Joint Resolution No. 2, pro- cuers and eye witnesses declared it
to be. Practically the entire floor
viding for the election of a senator
space Is laid bare and there is no
ResJoint
House
on
anu
January 28,
John Baron Burg of Albuquerque, After Stating Preference for olution
possibility of finding any large num- No. 3, providing interpreters
. 1. .1,
. VrwTin i , .4 ....
llAM
I.
No.
Another, Votes to Make Decision of the Majority Unanimous
Bill
26,
for the house. Senate
The Successful Candidate Makes an Address in Which
appropriating funds for the salaries age.
The death list remained at eight,
and
expenses of the legislature.
New
of
He Promises to Work for the Best Interest
House Bill No. 10, defining the cdme with one person Mrs. Bell Williams
Mexico Speaker Baca Is Conspicous for His
probably fatally injured, and 14
of embezzlement. House Bill No. Ti,
hurt. Mrs. dlinins was seto
slightly
chambers.
rent
Absence From the Junta
permitting judges
House Bill No. 26, defining Sunday. verely crushed wnen the building colThis bill would require saloons to lapsed, and burned in the fire that
was
uot
was
close at midnignt instead oi aayngni immediately broke out.
convinced
and
valid,
Santa Fe, N. Jtt., Jan. 21. Fifteen
Eye witnesses for hours yesterday
members ot the state senate and 25 that Judge Fall was the best man Sunday, as now. House Bill No. 29,
said
that from ,',5 to 50 women and
the
invitfor
additional
concluded
an
icr.ator. - lie
judge
by
providing
members of the house of representawere buried in the ruins.
girls
to
district.
Fifth
the
both
of
join
judicial
a
present
republicans
ing
majority
tives, comprising
A
:;ik' was in progress
House
"special"
Joint
A senate substitute for
houses, all republicans, last night with the progressives.
In
anu
numbers were
to
the
was
shoppers
2
next
No.
referred
was
Resolution
o
the
Major Llewellyn
entered into a solemn
compact
in the store, "VpHte.l ihy Cheeveg
vote for Albert B. Fall for United speaker and promptly restored to committee on privileges and elections.
whuiA
waa, of"au ad-- '
States senator, the vote to be taken good humor those who had been liotise Joint Resolution No. 3 went Brothers,
house gave way.
implement
House
on
joining
finance.
to
committee
the
Mr.
ruffled
by.
28.
plain
Burg's
slightly
January
Falling against tne building occuThe caucus at which the agreement talk concerning what that gentleman Bill No. ID to the committee on
compied
13
by the tore, they demolished H.
the
to
No.
Bill
House
faults
of
the
were
the
was
in
chamber
repubthe
was reached
held
thought
in quick succession of five
26
No.
Recovery
Bill
mittee on finance. House
of the supreme court It was a thor- lican party.
bodies
color to the reports that
gave
state
affairs.
on
ata
the
followed
committee,
with strong to
Senator Holt
oughly good numored gathering
more had been killed.
tended by much talk. Almost every plea for harmony and predicted that House Bill No. 29 to the committee many
Many stories of miraculous escapes
members present made aspeecb. Some in no distant day the progressives on judiciary.
are being told this mornin. A. Kistler
3:30
p.
until
The
senate
more
be
once
adjourned
would
some
hut
and
were
were brief and
.republicans
long,
dug his little daughter out of the
m. Monday.
every one voiced a plea, for harmony united.
ruins and 'was directed
the child
is
Expensive
After a short speech by RepresentaLegislature
in the republican party and among Its
to where his mother and grandmothunder
tnis
house
afternoon,
The
which
in
that
tive
Catroa
gentleman
in
the legislature.
representative
He carried the
called upon everyone present 'o suspension of the rules, passed House er were imprisoned.
, It was early evident that the memto safety, then returned and rechild
act
an
Mr.
will
no
No.
Bill
Montoya,
51,
to
hiins.il?
abide
by
their
caucus
by
had made up
bers of the
pledge
leased the woman unharmed. Dr. J.
minds to support Judge Fall. Speak- of the majoHU, the caucus preceded providing for ttie per diem and mileE. Knight crawled under the ruins
e
and
follow
the
of
fro
members
with
of
legislatui
to
on
L.:ator
ballot
age
er after speaker declared that, while
Tlie to- and, using restoratives,
kept Miss
per diem of tne employes.
he believed the election of the sena- ir-- result:
a
an hour
aiive
for
Lula
is
Zarcy,
clerk,
$39,600
carried
Bow:
tal, appropriation
For Fall Senators, Abeytia,
tor last June was perfectly legal and
a rescuing party reached her.
until
the
of
Galla-gosession.
each
or
for
day
$599
Crampton,
was
the
Ciark,
man, Burns,
willing tnat
valid, yet he
man She will recover.
work should be formally ratified .y
Hartt, Holt, Ilfeld, Laughren, Marcos C. Je Baca was the only
Roit.
who
voted
against
going through the form of another Miera, Navarro, Page, Pankey,
A petition irom the teachers of San
election. Representative
Burg of mero. Representatives, M. E. Beca,
DEBS IS ARRESTED.
Bernalillo was one of the men who Blanchard, Chrisman, Cooney, Cor- Juan county was presented by Mr.
Terre
Haute, Ind., Jan. 24. Eugene
did not believe -- udge Fall was we dova, Goodell, Hilton, Downs, Llew-ellv- Chrisman asking for a uniform sys- V. Debs, socialist candidate for presiman for the place That is, he said
Lobato, McGilltvray, Padilla, tem of taxation to provide for at dent of the United States in the last
that his constituents would be better Quintana, Sanchez, Toombs, Tripp, least five months of scnooi in eucn election, was arrested here today on
district ot the state. The house pre- an
satisfied in the United States sena- Trujillo, Tully, Vargas, Young.
indictment returned against him
For
sented a resolution of condolence to in
Clancy
tor could lie selected from Bernalillo
For Andrews Burg.
federal court for the Third
the
For Representative Bias Sanchez upon
county. Mr. Burg, however, pledged Catron. For Bursuni Chaves.
district
of Kansas. Debs is charged
and ;he deaih ot nis inlaut son, wmcn
Martinez-- '- Lucero
himself to abide by the choice of the Malaouias
of justice.
with
obstruction
occurred' Weduesaay. The resolumajority, and on the final ballot vot- Montoya.
Debs wrote an expose of alleged
Baca
Messrs.
was
roll
call ita
introduced by
ed for Judge Fall.
The second and final
conditions iu tha Fort Leavenworth
and Toombs.
The caucus was called to order
showed the meeting solid for Fall.
prison for the "Appeal to Reason,"
listened
Senator K. A. Miera shortly after 8
Fall Makes An Address.
; ihe house this afternoon
which caused a government investigare-to tin eioipient address by Charles A.
o'clock. Representative Jose Loba-tUpon the announcement of the
tion and the dismissal of the warden,
Panama-Pacifiof San Miguel was the unanimous suit a committee consisting of Vogelman of the
but the mutter printed In the Appeal
to
state
Llewthe
r.osluou
partici
Inviting
choice for chairman and RepresentaVargas, Burg, Sanchez.
was considered obscene by the fedtive Young of McKlnley was chosen ellyn and Romero was appointed to pate in the Mm Francisco exposition eral
grand jury and action was
Representative Chaves escort Senator Kail from tne Palace 0f 11115. The nouse then adjourned
secretary.
against the editors for sendbrought
acted as interpreter. Reading of the hotel to the capllol. Tlie senator was uHlil 2:30 o'clock Monday.
the mulls.
it
through
ing
heartily cheered as be entered the
The witnesses In this case, It Is alKILLED.
of
members
AVIATOR
the
AMERICAN
,1S members of the
legislature, and room. He thanked
leged, Mr. Bobs encouraged to leave
port of Spain, Trinidad, Jan. 24.- that three members. Senator Sulzor j tne legislature for their expression of
the jurisdiction of the court. Debs
mm-ChaAuieru-.aanu
and
uviaiu.,
Krank Roland, an
In him,
confidenc
and Representatives Burg
'pledged
brands the Indictment as an effort to
ves, who had not signed, were pres- self to work for me best interest of was Idlled lust mglit while flying
ruin the "Appeal to Reason."
New Mexico. He might, not, he said, hi'ie. Alter accomplishing numeroue
ent.
flights in Venezuela he
Upon investigation of the caucus, be progressive enough to suit the Biiecessful
former States Chairman Bursum, Na- progressives, nor stand pat enough bad arranged to give a long exhibl
ACCUSEu OF ARSON.
tional Committeeman Sapless, Hon. to suit the stand patters, but he yield- - jtion flight here tomorrow. The wealh
24. Indictments
Jan..
Chicago,
Charles Springer of Colfax, Malaquias ed to none iu his loyalty to republl er conditions being perfect last night
arson and
won
four
Romecharging
trial'
not
against
lie
believe
a
can
make
flight,
he decided to
principals and e did
Martinez of Taos and Eugenio
to defraud Wf M rero of San Miguel addressed the meet- it would ever be necessary for him to was returning to the landing place burning property
in
utdepart from those principles in order when his bi plane suddenly dived and turned today by the grand jury
ing. Then followed speeches by
of
with
connection
the
Investigation
state
terrific
force.
his
his
with
Senator
best
to
to
member
struck the ground
give
most every
service
present
"arson
of
the
the
alleged
operations
Boland was found dead beneath it.
Sulzer spoke three times, each time and to his country.
ring." Those named in the true hills
"At any time," said Senator Fall,
growing a little more fervent la his
Samuel
Rotten berg, Joseph
declarations of loyally to the party "the people of New Mexico feel that GERMAN SCIENTISTS DISTRESSED were:
24.
Brown
The
and John Kabi-zafJan.
resHarry
Clark,
Norway,
Christiana,
of Abraham Lincoln and warning the I am doing my duty a simple
for
the relief
also known as "The Captain."
others against repetition of the er- - olution of the legislature to this of Norwegian expedition
enuan scieiipub npoiu.a w Rottenberg, Clark ana Brown are pubrors which had lost Bernalillo county tret will net as my recall and I will ol tin
and
at once surrender my commission as be Buffering terrib'. privations in a lic fire iUBiiroitce adjusters
to the republican eclumn.
Is
the
of
one
said
to
left
be
Kabizak
remote part cf Epitzebergen,
Representative Burg was another a senator of the United States."
comthe
but
bearers"
"torch
by
Monday,
employed
vent
Bay. Spitsbergen,
on the floor,
Senator Fall criticized rather sharp-- j
was thrice
to return there today as bine.
Mr. Burg is a progressive. He ly thoso responsible for casting dount j was forced
The bond of each defendant was
ear't the three hundred and seven-- : upon 11h legality of his election last the water was found open and n!:.-sit $ln,fM),
attributed to
The
fixed
impoRKlido.
overland
e
i
tml-,
iininicsifien
it
Imn
iniured
not
?
that
nerorj-...i,i,.h .,!,..,!
lOHH Of
Hi.tr"
li:tVt
i
mn
be niunf.. ti,e "nroi!
rliMrl
it. bad relief of the
that
reason
In
He
for
but
fhort
t'rm.
for
ally,
t,i thu
i
IhoiiiiiiHiii of duiiiiPV
nan
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in Washington.

work.
Among

BOTH HOUSES,

IN

ADVISED DENIES

FALLS; COREY

His colleagues
in congress, said Judge Fall, could
not understand how a legislature SPECIAL SALE IN PECGRESS
could elect a senator and then attempt to cast doubt upon its own ESTABLISHMENT IS FILLED WITH
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SUSPECT IS ARRESTED.
Davenport, Iowa, Jan. 24 George
Cramer, said to be wanted In Chicago
in connection with
the murder of
Diamond Merchant Logwo, was arrested hero last nfsht. He had been
working at the car shops In Bott'.j- miMiVn.
Ha v.w-fo- r
dorf fur fifvfcral
in
hV.
"i:a.'.''n.
ihvi.f
pla.ed
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rights-of-way,-
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said court on appeal shall either af the senate and approval by the goverfirm the judgment of the lower court nor. Following is the text of the bill:
or enter such tinal judgment as It
Section 1. The number of district
deems that Justice may require. On judges in the' fifth judicial distict of
appeal said cause shall stand for trial the state of New Mexico is hereby i
at the first session after such appeal
eased to two.
is perfected and filed and shall have
Section 2. The vacancy hereby creprecedence over all civil and crimi ated shall be filled in the manner now
nal cases.
provided for the filling of vacancies
Section 14. The attorney general in the office of district judge.
shall have power on his own initia
Section 3, which provided that the
tive and without complaint having chief justice of the supreme court
been made to him, to institute pro should divide and apportion the wok
ceedings in ouster against any and btween the two judges, was eliminate'
all state, district, connty and city of- by the house.
ficers, under the provisions of this
act and the district attorney may inPUBLIC WORKS BEGUN
stitute such actions without a comCoatzacoalcos, Mexico, Jan. 24. Acplaint being made to him as he is tual work was commenced today on
authorized to Institute upon coir-- ; two Important projects having to do
plaint being made, but, before bA, . with the development of the plans of
shall Institute such actions he shall the Mexican government for the denotify the attorney general of his
velopment of the country's commertention to do so and lay out all cial and
shipping industries. One of
of the facts in his possession, and at the
projects is the building of a mamtorney general snan have a right to moth government dry dock in Coataction and declare zacoalcos. The other Is the dredging
intervene in.
on the prosecution of the same and of the bar at the mouth of the harbor
may authorize and direct the district at Salina Cruz, which work when
attorney to institute or refrain from completed will permit the largest vesinstituting such action.
sels to enter the Pacific Krt of the
Section 15. Nothing in this act shall isthmus of
Tehuantepec.
be construed as repealing any law
now in, force In this state making it
CHICAGO ATHLETIC MF.ET.
a crime or misdemeanor for said pubAn army of
111., Jan. 24.
Chicago,
lic officers to violate certain statutes
athletes
star
representing colleges
of this state and provide a punishand associations throughout the midment for said violation and proceeddle west trooped Into Chicago today
ings under this act shall not be a bar to take
part in the nineteenth annual
to proceedings under any criminal
indoor meet of the First Regiment
statute in the Etat of New Mexico
Athletic association. The meet will
now in force or which may be in
extend over two days, beginning
force.
with the preliminaries tonight and
Section 16. This act shall not apply
with the finals tomorrow.
to judges of the supreme court, dis- concluding
The program provides for thirteen
trict judges and members of the legopen field and track events, 'three
islature.
scholastic numbers and a series of
Section 17. All acu. and parts of
races for local teams.
acts in conflict herewith axe hereby relay
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UNFAITHFUL

THEM OFF RIGHT WITH
A GOOD LAXATIVE AND THEN
WATCH THEIR DIET.
Mothers are often uuconsciusly
very careless about the diet of their
children, forcing all to. eat the same
foods. The fact is that all foods do

START

OFFICERS
EVANS' BILL IS CREATING MUCH INTEREST IN
THE LEGISLATURE.

SENATOR

not agree alike with different perHence, avoid what seems to
inconstipate the child or to give it
more
to
take
digestion, and urge it
of what is quickly digested.
If the child snows a tendency tc
constipation It should Immediately be
given a mild laxative to help the bowels. By this is not meant a physic
or purgative, for these should never
be given to children, nor anything
like salts, pills, etc. What the child
requires iss imply a small dose of
the gentlest of medicines, such aa
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which in
the opinion ot thousands of watchful
mothers is the ideal remedy for any
:hlld showing a tendency to constipa
tion. So many things can happen to
a constipated child that care is nec
Colds,
piles, neaaacnes,
essary.
sleeplessness, and many other annoy
ances that children should not have
can usually be traced to constipation.
Many of America's foremost fami
lies are never without Syrup Pepsin,
because one can never tell when
some member of the family may need
enit, and all can use il. Thousands
DarM.
E.
Mrs.
them
dorse it, among
ling, It. F. D. No. 4, Belleview, Pa.,
who writes: "I certaintly think Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin saved my
baby's life. Marjorle ts a bottle baby

J

sons.

Following Is the text of the bill to
remove public officers introduced in
the legislative senate in Santa Fe
by Mr. Evans:
Be it enacted by the legislature of
the state of new Mexico:
Section 1. Every person holding
any office of trust or profit under
and by virtue of any of the laws of
the state of New Mexico either state,
district, county or city office, who
Khali wilfully misconduct himself in
office or who shall wilfully neglect
to perform any duty enjoined upon
such officer by any of the laws of the
state of New Mexico, and who 3hall
in any public place within or without
the state be in a state of Intoxication produced by strong drink, voluntarily taken or who shall commit
any act constituting the violation of
any penal, statute involving moral
turpitude shall forfeit his office and
shall be ousted from office in the
manner heinafter provided.
Sec. 2. It shall be the duty ot the
attorney general of the state ot New
Mexico and of the district attorneys
of the several districts of the state
within their respective jurisdiction
on notice being received by them in
writing that any officer herein men
toined has been guilty of any of the
acts, omissions or offenses as set out
in section 1 of this act to forthwith
investigate such complaint and if, on
such Investigation, he shall find that
there is reasonable cause for sucn
complaint he shall forthwith Institute
proceedings in tne district court of
the proper county or the supreme
court ot the state of New Mexico to
oust such officer from his office.
Section 3. The proceedings to oust
any state officer under the provisions
of this act shall be commenced by
the attorney general of the state of
New Mexico, provided, however, that
on the complaint being made to the
governor of the state of New Mexico
that the attorney general of the state
of New Mexico has been guilty of
secany or all of the acts set out In
tion 1 of this act, it shall be the duty
of the governor forthwith to notify
th district attorney of one of the
districts in the state of New Mexico
to investigate
who shall proceed
such charges as in the manner hereinafter provided for the investigation
of other officers and such district attorney shall institute proper proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction to oust such attorney general
from office.
Sec. 4. Said proceedings in ouster
shall be tried in a summary manner
by the court and shall have precedence over criminal and civil actions

MARJORIE

and could not get her food to digest,
but I found by giving her a small
dose of Syrup Pepsin when she had
colic it always cured her." Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is sola by drug-

cents and 1 a bottle, the
latter size being bought by those who
already know its value, and it contains proportionately more. Results
are always guaranteed or money will
be refunded.
Everyone likes Syrup Pepsin as it'
is very pleasant to the taste. It is
and free
also mild and
from injurious ingredients.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin arid you
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying it in the regular
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. CaldMonti-cello- ,
well, 417 Washington street,
111., and a free sample bottle
will be mailed you.
gists at

as provided in section 2 of this act
praying for a writ of ouster against
any of the officers herein named and
whether such action is brought by
the attorney general or by the dis-

trict attorneys of the various dis- distrlcts, the district court or the
judge thereof or in case the action is
brought originally in the supreme
court then the supreme court or any
judge thereof may on application of
the attorney general of the state or
the district attorney bringing such
action suspending such officer or offi
cers so accused from performing any
of the duties of their office pending
a final hearing and determination of
the matter and the person niiving the
oower bv appointment to fill vacan
cies in such office, shall upon such
BuspensitJi, appoint some properf
temiparily to fill said offlce jid
to carry J9 its duties until such h
Vn-tshalfc e finally determined or
sus
oo
iessor of the officer
the
be elected and shall
pended
have qualified. No person shall be
suspended from office under the pro
visions of this act until at least five
days' notice of the application or the
order of suspension shall be served
upon him, which notice shall set forth
the time and place of the hearing of
said application and said officer shall
have the right to appear and make
any defense ihat he may have ana
shall bo entitled to a full hearing upon the charges contained in the complaint and upon tne application for
the order of suspension and no order
of suspension shau be made, except
upon finding of good cause therefore.
If on the final heftrfng of the complaint or petition herein provided the
officer is not removed from his office
he shall receive the salary allowed
n
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him by law during the time of his
suspension. Such officer so temporar
ily appointed shall receive the same repealed.
salary as is provided by law to oe
paid the officer filling such position.
Section 9. In case the complaint PAPE'S DIAPEPSiN
referred to In section 2 of this act
shall be made to the district attorney .
ENDS INDIGESTION
instead of the attorney general it
shall be the duty of the district atNo Sour, Gassy Stomach
torney immediately to notify the at- Time It!
or Dyspepsia in Five
torney general of such complaint and
to transmit to said attorney general
Mlnutei
a statement of the nature of the same
You don't want a Blow remedy
and the names ot all the witnesses when your stomach Is bad or an untogether with all other information certain one or a harmful one your
which he may have.
stomach is too valuable; you musn't
Section 10. All actions under the injuro it with drastic drugs.
provisions of this act shall he comPape's Diapepsin is noted for it's
menced in the name of the state of speed in giving relief; it's harmless-ness- ;
New Mexico on th relation of tne
it's certain unfailing action in
attorney general; of the state or on regulating sick,
gassy stomachs.
the relation ot the district Attorney. It's millions of ores in indigestion,
Section 11. The attorney general dyspepsia,, gastritis and other stom
and the district attorneys of the sev- ach trouble has made It famous the
eral districts of the state of New Mex- world over.
ico shall have the power and they are
Keen this perfect stomach doctor
hereby authorized and directed when- in your home keep it handy get a
ever complaint has been made, the
case from any drug
large fifty-cenames of the witnesses furnished store and then if anyone should eat
them or whenever they deem necesssomething which doesn't agree with
ary to issue suhjoena for such wit- them; If what they eat lays Ilk lead,
nesses so furnished them. And for ferments and sours and forms gas;
such persons as they shall have rea- causes headache, dizziness and nau
sons to believe have any knowledge
sea; eructations of acid and undigest
of the truth of the complaint made to ed food remember as soon as Pape s
appear before said attorney general Diapepsin comes in contact with the
or district attorney at a time and stomach all such distress vanishes.
place to be designated in the sub- It's promptness, certainty and ease
poena then and there to testify con in
overcoming the worst stomach discerning the subject matter set out in orders Is a revelation to those who
said complaint. Each witness shall
try it. Adv. ,
be sworn, true answers to make to
all questions propounded to him
NEW JUDGE CREATED
touching the matter under investigaSanta
Fe, N. M.,,)an. 24. The house
tion and the testimony of each witafternoon, by a vote
late
yeeterday
ness shall be reduced to writing and
0
41
to
of
passed House Bill No. 29,
be slaned by the witness. The attor- additional judge for the
an
providing
ney general, assistant attorney gen-- i fifth
district, which Is com
judicial
oral and the district attorneys of the
of Curry, Roosecounties
of
the
several districts of the state are here- posed
According to
and
Chaves
Eddy.
velt,
by authorized and empowered to ad- the terms of the bill the governor is
minister the necessary oath and afto appoint the judge. The bill carries
firmations to such witness. Any disthe emergency clause and will go into
obedience to such subpoena or reeffect immediately upon Its passage by
fusal to answer any and proper question propounded by the attorney genPraise This Remedy
eral, assistant attorney general or
shall
district attorney at such Inquiry
For Consumption
be a misdemeanor and shall be punIf the Tolimlurlljf written words of
peoplo thing in all purta of
ished by a fine 01 not more than 500 grateful
the country, prnlMliift Kckmnn'H Alteraor by imprisonment in the county jlal tive, a remedy for the treatment of
colild, throat and ImiK troubles,
tor not more than six months or ny coughs,
are to be believed, thlM ineiliciiie l
a vast niimunt of pond for
dolim
both such fine and imprisonment.
We c!ut,a none but filets,
Mich nulTerei-8you the iminex mid words of
Section 12. No person shall be ex- and (riveof tothose
whi deelnre It bene,
prnlse
riled them In ninny cases coupled with
cused from testifying before such atsliitemenls
writers'
tlmt It restored
the
torney genoral, assistant attorney them to health, This In a nnuiple tuken
tunny:.
general, or district attorney at any from
Ht. Mary's Aciiiieirrj, O'Neill, Nebrnska,
"(Jen lemen : About seven yenrs sign
such investigation or in any investi
f wns Hltiieked with the drend dlscuse,
Tuberculosis. 1 coughed unceasingly,
gation or to oe excused from testifynot sleep nor cut. even could not
could
ing In any proceeding brought in any sp.ak out loud
nnil could lo no work. I
under
luid three heinnrrliiiiii'S. raised blond
court of competent Jurisdiction
most of the time ami suffered of night.
the provisions of this act on the Bvveals, fever ami chills. A spcclnltsl of
my case
Columbus, Ohio, pronounced
ground that His testimony may inhopeless.
of your
live
henrd
no
I
be
shall
years
him
ago
but
"Nearly
person
criminate
nod prnenrert some nr. once.
Alternlive
on
account
or
of
InI
found
soon
result
punished
myself
Willi
(hat
prosecuted
restored ' health. For the past four
any transaction, matter or thing concontinue
have
my
to
been
able
years
have nlwa.vs had
teaching, and Ihougli
cerning which ne shall be compelled
to
able
school work.
am also
to testify, nor shall such testimony heavy
labor. 1 consider
perform much nianunl
votir medicine, if faithfully taken, a
be used against him for any crime, most
oxcjlleul remedy for Consumption.
Ibis testimonial.
or misdemeanor under the laws of Mother Superior permits
SIS r Kit MA Ul K.
(Signed)
tliis state.
Sisters f St. Francis.
Allorutiu' Is eficcltce in l'.ron
Section 1l In all appeals to 'the su cbltls, Asthma,
Throat mid
liny IVv.-r- :
Lima Troubles, and In upbuilding the
preme coin i, the supreme court may ftyslem.
Iloes not contain poNoit-- opinio
Met
ilrncs. Ark for
receive further testimony and may or
of rccnvTlos uii. wri'e l Kchmail
telling
not
inconsistent,
adopt, any procedure
I.llhotnlofV.
I'll., for eviliilMMphl.
or mile bv nil leiidiiiu (Iniggisis
dence
with t!il act which It may deem
E. Q. Murphey
fur a full anil final
Central Drug C
Bill) df'ICl !ltlllllillll (if fllC MlUtif- Will
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SERVICE
AND SHEEP
FOREST
OWNERS WORK TOGETHER TO
MUTUAL ADVANTAGE

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 24. On his
way east after attending the meeting
of the National Wool Growers' association in Cheyenne and the meeting
of the American National Livestock
association in Phoenix, A. F. Potter,
chief of grazing, of the United States efficiency.
forest service, stopped off today in
"Most

important among the results
achieved because of
between the forest service and stock
growers may be mentioned the reduc
tion in losses and strays; that livestock grazed on ranges under our administration average more in weight
than those grazed on ranges where
does not exist and consequently ' bring fancier prices on the ;
.
market.
"We hope with continued
'?
tion to increase the results in the live-- $
stock industry on national .forests by 's
25 per cent: also to throw
open for
ia.1150 puipus pans or the national
forests now inaccessible."

Albuquerque and conferred with third
district officials on a number of important questions. Mr. Potter was accompanied to Albuquerque by A. C.
Ringland, forester of the third district, who also attended the Phoenix
convention as a representative of the
forest service. Both Mr. Potter and
Mr. Ringland, expressed themselves as
highly pleased with the result of their
attendance at the convention and de
clared that the people of Phoenix out
did themselves in their efforts to entertain the vlstlng stockmen.
As the result of recommendations
suggested by the advisory boards of
the Wool Growers' and Livestock association, Mr. Potter said today that
the forest service will in the near future adopt certain modifications In existing regulations, following as closely as possible the wishes of the boards
of the two organizations.
"There are now 84 advisory boards
or aa many different livestock and af

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching,., Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
Tnm
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and shall be tried at the first term
after the filing of the complaint or
petition herein named, provided, the
answer hereinafter mentioned shall
have been on file at least ten days
before the day" of trial, A continuance may be granted either side for
good cause shown but no continuance
shall be granted by an agreement of
parties.
Section 5. An appeal shall lie from
the decision of the district court to
the supreme court of the state of
New Mexico on the part of either the
state or the defendant, but such appeal on the part of the defendant
shall not operate to stay the judgment of the court unless the defend-aa- t
shall within five days from the
rendition of such judgment give a
supersedeas bond to be approved by
the court which appeal shall be taken In the same manner as now provided for appeals In civil actions, pro
vided, however, thai such appeal
must be perfected and filed In the
court within 30 days from the
the Judgment of the disrengltJou
trict court.
Section 6. Upon filing of the comous
plaint or petition for the writ of
upon
shall
be
summons
ter a
the defendant and a copy ot the comlilm.
plaint or petition filed against
The answer day shall be the same
us is now provided In civil suits un
To allay Itdiing and irritation of the sralp,
do,- the code ot civil procedure and
dry, tliin and falling hair, removo
prevent
constithe petition and answer shall
mists, scales ami riawln ft, and promote tha
ana wamy ol thti hair, the lnikuvinR
tute the only pleadings allowed and growm
special treatment is most effective, agreeable
all allegations in the answer shall ue and economical. On iviirine. comb the hair
straight all around, then begin at the sirto
deemed controverted and any and ail out
and make a parting, Rentty riitibinR Cutieura
the
of
into the partine with a bit of soft
ointment
as
sufficiency
to
the
questions
flannel held over the end of the fincer. Anoint
petition or complaint shall be raised additional parting about half an inch apart
and determined upon tne trial of the until the whole sralp iiai been treated. the
beine to net the f 'uticura
on the
inu awl if said petition is held in- Bralp pkm "rather than on ointment
the hair. The
be
shall
same
sufficient 5n form the
next morning, shampoo with Cutictira soup
,
snd hot water. Wiatnpoos alone may he
;ui..'i.il'"l Jit once and such amend-tlined as iften as agreeable, but once or
t
til trUl of thp
' twice a month
millif lent for
(l i i
this special treatment forwoioen's hair, (,'uti.
, ,
7 V. 1tu- dfft ml.mt hi .ill I o
and
obi
(iinlment
rota S(,up
everywlien..
h l'J
ot
i

DARLING

organizations, which
with the forest sprvico tn An "
said Mr. Potter "and it is this co
operation between the livestock me.n
and the forest service which has resulted in the excellent relations and
conditions which exist today In my
speeches before the meetings in
Cheyenne and Phoenix, I argued for
a continuance of
and intimated that the forest service Is will-into aid the stock men in any manner In connection with the administration of the ranges, the only object of
the service being to secure greater results for the men who use the range.
Ever since the government of the
ranges was transferred from the Interior department to the agricultural
department, the end in view has been
tc secure results and obtain
greater
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Lacs Vegas

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. QaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
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Interest Paid on Deposits
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WHY IT PMVS TO BUY
0

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind hi3
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Yon are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy

Advertised Goods
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THE LIVES OF

advised her to take a

SAILORS

of Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey before
each meal. She did so and

I

'z

'

24,

1913.

:

"Eight years ago, when sick, I
lost my appetite. I could not eat
solid foods. My family physician
advised taking a tablespoonful of
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey before
each meal as a stimulant, as it
was good for the system. It did
much more good than the doctor
said. I feel more like fifty years
old than sixty-nin- e.
My appetite
is splendid, and I find a
of Duffy's Pure Malt
A
Whiskey is very invigorating;
MRS. A. CAMPBELL
dealer tried to sell me a substitute
for Duffy's, but the doctor told me to insist on the genuine; that some
dealers tried to sell something else to make more profit on inferior goods."
Mrs. A. Campbell, 1111 West Ninth Street, Spokane, Wash.
table-spoonf-
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their many pretty girls and hospitable
proprietors, who loaded the boys up
A
The Doctor's Answers on
with cigars and cigarettes, were another part of this day's experiences,
Health and Beauty Questions
besides wonderful shopping. The boys
found yellow, pink, light blue and
BY DR. LEWIS BAKER.
green are the only colors known to
The
questions answered below are
Cuban architects.
But they fell in
general in character; the symptoms
love with the inner courts of the
or diseases are given and the anSpanish houses, their fountains and
swers will apply to any case of simi"I noticed
palms. The writer says:
lar nature.
NEGRO
WITH
sun
the
TOBACCO
down
AND
beat
GOLD
with
that, although
Those wishing further advice, free,
DUST EXPECTORATED THE
terific heat, I was never uncomfort
address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colmay
able nor perspired." The party sa
PRECIOUS METAL
lege Bldg., College-Ellwooin the new year on the Prado, while
Btreets,
Dayton, Ohio, enclosing
the natives fired bombs and fire
Raleigh, N. C, Jan. 21. How W. S.
stamped envelope for reply. Full
works.
Cook, a Maine man, now in the Maine
name and address must be given but
Official routine took up the next penitentiary, came to North Carolina,
only initials or fictitious name will
three days, with interminable official salted" r. gold mine and took iu such
be used In my answers. The previsits. The navigator's work of sound shrewd investors as the Guggenheims
can be filled at any
d
scriptions
ing around the ship for the radius oY and the late Senator Sawyer,
has
store
can
Any
drug
200 yards the Arkansas
now
come
druggist
to
needs tf only
light
order of wholesaler.
f'.ving in was done upon arrival and
Thirty miles northeast of Raleigh is
a
the buoys were located before
gold mine known as the "White
House."
Ten years ago Cook heard
"Distress" writes: "My fiair Is so digestion and constipation as it leads
of this property, took an option on It oily and
straggling I wish you would to more serious trouble, very frequentand the 350 acres of land, and later tell me
something to make it soft and ly appendicitis is caused by this negbought It, The first thing be did was fluffy. It makes me positively home lect. Begin at once and take tablets
CROSS OR FEVERISH
to interest the late Senator Sawyer of
ly. I also have a great deal of dand trioieptIne.
These are packed in
Colorado and one of the Guggenheims; ruff."
sealed cartons with full directions for
HALF-SIC- K
CHILDREN lie invited them to send experts t
Answer: Many women would be taking.
MEAN
THEIR
more beautiful if they had soft, fluffy
BOWFLS
ARl investigate the "White House."
In that section gold can, be "pan
WTE-CL0G0f"Laura Si" writes: "1 am so tired
LIVER
hair. I can tell you a very simple remin the streams, and mining iL
ned"
SLUGGISH AND STOMedy, one that will make your hair soft and nervous all the time that I can
this fashion is very simple. There is
ACH SOUR.
and fluffy. It will cure dandruff, itch scarcely drag one foot after the other.
a gold vein through that region, and
ing scalp and lustreless and falling It i3 very hard for me as I have to
Your child isn't naturally cross, Ir- in the
adjoining county of Nash Is hair. Ask your
ritable and peevish, Mo'liee' Examine the "Portis"
druggist for a 4 oz. work. My appetite is also very poor."
gold mine, which has bottle of
Answer: What you need is a good
plain yellow mlnyol and use
the tongue;- if coated, it wears the been worked for a
long time, and for according to
Will tonic restorative treatment.
and
you
directions,
little ones' stomach is diordcrod, ".iver
Take the
s
of a century was a good be
surprised to note the difference in tonic prescribed below and you will
of towels
inact" and its thirty
producer.
soon be strong and healthy and will
your hair.
clogged with foul, decay'ng ,;aste.
Cook "salted" the ground in a novel
not have that tired feeling. Your work
Every mother realize? atier giving way. He hired a
negro named Burke,
delicious "Syrup of Figs' that this is
'Fred W." writes. "I suffer with will become a pleasure to you. Syrup
provided him with plenty of chewing
of
5 oza., tincthe ideal laxative and physic for chil- tobacco
and also with gold dust. Whei headaches, indigestion, nervous debili turehypophosphites comp.
1 oz., mix, and take a
dren. Nothing else regulates th little
am
and
cadomene,
to
also
the
ty
thin
almost
ever the experts went Burke went, an
one's tender stomach, liver and towhe literally spat gold. He enriched danger point. What can be done for teaspoonful before each meal. This
should be continued for several weeks
els so effectually, besides they deaily
the earth to such an extent that the me?"
love its delightful fig, taste.
until you feel perfectly strong.
Answer: You can very readily over
dirt" was satiswactory to the
For constipated bowels, sluggish "pay
come
on
their .report their
these difficulties by using threeexperts, and
Mrs. W. W. O. asks: "Can I safely
liver, biliousness, or sout, disordered
prlncipala took part in the formation grain hyponuclane tablets. They axe take off 40
stomach, feverishness, diarrhoea, sore of
pounds of fat? I weigh 180
the "Gold Bond Dredging company" put up in sealed cartons with full dithroat, bad breath or to break a cold, of Arizona to
pounds; too much for my height"
rections.
the
are
recom
These
property.
develop
highly
f
to a teaspoonful of "Sygive
Answer: Yes; you can by taking,
Cook and some of hi8 associates were mended and If used according to di
rup of Figs," and in a few hours all
as
per the directions which accoiu- in
charge, bonds were floated to rections you will soon be rid of head
the clogged up waste, sour bile, un- put
arbolene tablets, put up
the amount of $150,000, modern ma- ache, your indigestion will be gone Inny,
digested food and constipated matter
in sealed tubes and sold by
d
was
30
and
will
and
10
of
to
chinery
from
many
you
purchased,
gain
will gently move on and out of the
druggists. They are safe for any
the stockholders came down to North liounds. These tablets should be tak
system without griping or nausea,
fleshy person to take.
and you will surely have a well, hap- Carolina to see the mine. Burke In en regularly for several months and
the mean time talked
incessantly, you can depend on gaining flesh.
py and smiling child again shortly.
"Anna R." writes:
"I have taken
With Syrup of Figs you are not bragged about the richness of the
medicine from several doctors fur liveven .greater
hinted
and
at
mine,
"Lee" writes: "I have tried so
drugging your children, being comer and kidney trouble and constipamany remedies for rheumatism that
posed entirely of luscious figs, senna things.
but it does not seem to help me
tion,
no
Cook
to
made
interest
attempt
I am admost afraid to try any more,
and aromatlcs it cannot be harmful.
p.t all. My skin is sallow, I havet conNorth!
his
Carolinans
in
West
!
project.
I
If
Full directions for children of
but
you can tell me a sure cure
stant headaches, and dizzy spells.
ern people were bis principal victims, will
try it."
ages and for grown-upplainly print- What shall I do?"
some
were
but
New
from
Egland.
ed on the package.
Answer: Do not be disheartened
Answer: The best remedy? that I
However, Guggenheim must have because
Ask vour druererist for the full name
you have not been able to find
become
know
sold
for
his
for your trouble la three grain
he
suspicious,
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,"
something that will cure your rheumar
as
few
did
a
others.
tablets (not sulphur tablets)
stock,
sulpherb
bv
the California Fie Syrup
prepared
tism for you can be cured if you will
Cook got about $25,000 for promotThese are packed in sealed tubes "with
Co. This is the delicious tasting, gen
take what I tell you. Get from the
uine old reliable.
Refuse anything ing the enterprise. He was known as drug store: Iodide of potassium, 2 full directions. Most of the remedies
a'
in
two counties, and
"high roller"
only relieve, but if you take the sulelse offered. Adv.
drams; sodium salicylate 4 drams;
champagne flowed where before it wine of
pherb tablets regularly for a few
one-hal-f
oz.; comp.
colchicum,
had been almost unknown.
weeks you will be cured. This will
fluid balmwort 1 oz.; comp. essence
some
from
the
the blood and your skin will
gold
They got
mines,
purify
1
but not much. Stock to the amount cardiol, oz.; and syrup sarsaparilla, lose that sallow look.
5 ozs.
Mix and take a teaspoonful at
of $50,000 was disposed of and the
meal time and again before going to
proceeds were largely spent for pleas- bed.
"Busy Mother" Bedwettlng can be
ure. A club house was built, carin children by giving them the
cured
a
riages were kept, servant were plenfollowing: Tincture cubebs. 1 dram;
"Fern" writes: "I have suffered with tincture rhus
tiful, but no debts were paid, and
aromatic, 2 rams, and
a
bad cough for some time and I also comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz. Give from
creditors came in. A suit was brought
by the Atlantic Equiment company am weak and tired most of the time, 10 to 15 drops in water an hour befor machinery furnished and a judg which I think is due to the severe fore each meal.
ment was obtained for $2,000 due it. coughing. Can you give me a rem".!
A number of the smaller stockhold- - edy?"
Doctor: "I have a very bad case of
Answer : Yes, your weakness is due catarrh of the head and my stomach.
to the coughing, but you can be cured bowels and blood are affected I sufby using the following: Get a 2V& oz, fer greatly pnd would like a cure."
and
package of essence mentho-laxen- e
A. G.: Local treatment should be
make according to directions on the used as follows: Get 2 ozs. of antit?
bottle, then take a teaspoonful every septic vilane
powder. Use a half
or two until the cough is cured.
hour
to a jfint of warm water;
Remarkable Effects of a Rem- This makes
a full pint of the very best snuff the
watej- from the palm of the
edy That Actually Irriand safest cough syrup. If your drug hand
the
Entire
through the nostrils two or three
gates
mentho-laxene
gist does not have
times a day. Then make a catarrh
Blood Supply.
have him order It for you of the balm
by mixing a level teaspoonful of
wholes le firms.
Vilane powder with one ounce of vaseline or lard and apply to the nostrils
Doctor:
What can I take for a bad as far up as possible. Also take a
case of indigestion. I have suffered teaspoonful four times daily of the
with it for many years and nothing I following.
Syrup sarsaparilla comp. 4
'
1- take helps it at all. I am also bother oz; comp. fluid balmwort, 1 oz.;
ed with constipation.
fluid ext. buchu, 1 oz. Mix and shake
You should not neglect in- - well.
Answer:
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youthful feeling.
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recovered health and

The trial trip of the
Arkansas, one of Uncle Sam's
biggest two battleships, including
President Taft's Christmas jaunt with
the bluejackets from Key' West to
Panama, her crew's experienr.es with
a shark in Florida, Chinese traders on
the Isthmus and Cuban policemen in
Havana, are described in the private
log of Alexis Doster, navigator's yeoman, forwarded from the Arkansas's
present station in Guantanamo Bay,
says the; New York World.
The first sensation came on the
night of December 17 at Key West,
just as the Arkansas had finished coaling ship in record time. The autoMrs. Campbell's experience is similar to that of thousands of men and women who
matic
rang, sending every have
been brought back to a state of health and vigor by using Duffy's Pure Malt
man on the jump to his station. The
Wlnskey as directed. Many learn its great medicinal value
sreachlight rheostats used in coaling first from their own family doctors. Others hear from friends
relatives direct. Still others read the testimonials of those
had only heated the forward bulk- or
who are so grateful to Duffy's that they wish to aid fellow
rewas
so
tars
the
it
found,
head,
sufferers by writing of their good fortune in using this pure
turned to their hammocks.
malt whiskey.
Spare hours of the next day the andSold in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by druggists, grocers
at $1.00 a large bottle. Our doctors will
crew fished over the side of the bat send dealers,
you advice free, together with a valuable illustrated
diswas
medical booklet.
tleship. The call for supper
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
regarded when one of the lines suddenly tautened find the man at the
dry end of it was almost pulled into rntor waxes eloquent over that trip,
West, with lrc:id?ut
uue.
uie wate. uy
rut.
whlcU usually costs passengers
6.Taft, whom she landed on December
..aiiu on w uie line aim u.s
with ita special traiu provided 29 without other adventure than the
was hauled over the side. The
and with 0ne of ))icking up of a man lost from the
eveVy comfol
eater hardly had time to colse its Wgl,he Bovernment engineers to
That same night the Arexplain Delaware.
laws before it was killed and a wran engineering work on the big ditch. kansas turned her nose toward Hav- gle was in progress for its teeth and pher e was a
r
stop at the ana, where she arrived the following
backbone."
(Hilebra cut and three hours in Pan-- j evening.
By next afternoon
liberty
Friday, December 20, began with the nnia City. Here the sailormen grandly! mil ties in store clotlipa wpre alrenrlv
Heaviest. KlllU OI worn, piacuuug
in vintmiaa ut A
Arrive,
Hanavn.
trnlW rides
tjikinz
control, d otter and loading drill of the an hour, .while the denizens of Pan-- , ihretiau the
and suburbs, riding
city
While Ensign John: una set .off firecrackers in honor of!
guns.
'! als on the Prado and making the
Falge was trying to board the battle-- j Christmas day.
of tropical vegetation
;"ti"tutanc:e
ship Delaware a wave caught and bad- "We were sorry our capital was so and strange exotic vegetables,
ly crushed him between the launch, small," reads the diary, "because of
"Very beautiful ruins" was the ver-th- e
and the ship.
big bargains in the Chinese and diet on Cabanas fortress and Morro
That night a fishing party failed to Japanese shops. Tea sets of nine j Castle, which they visited next
s
search
return, nor could the first
for two simoleons! Pillow
Hut they were surprised to find
launch find the deep sea anglers. A ers, doylies and embroidered silks for the Cuban soldiers and policemen so
second one, sent, out later, returned next to nothing! We thought of ieo-- ! well equipped and drilled, and were
in the morning with the missing boat pe at home, but had to console our-- j
impressed by the Havanl.
in tow. The engine had broken down selves with cocoanuts, pineapples and policemen's nifty uniforms.
One of
ana tlie halting party nacl asse(l a aa bananas
That nk'ht, after our tur-- ' the mounted force, as if to exhibit his
.
night in the choppy sea.
.:ey dinnrr, the ship looked like a sOill for the sailors, stopped a runaway
The Arkansas sailed from Key West world's fair 'tween decks, when the horse and cariage in a way thev
December 21 with the president's par-- . sailors, compared their parrots, mon thought would make' any Xew York
ty and reached Colon Christmas eve. keys, caps 'of native fibre and their j intfc cop jealous and led them to
uncle Sams Christmas present to ai Oriental notions.
conclude 'the spicketty cops are both
A tropical moon and blue southern useful and ornamental."
large liberty party from the ship was
,a trip across the isthmus. The nai- - seas accompanied the Arkansas on her The Havana cigarette factories with
man-lwit-
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OTES FROM PRIVATE LOG KEPT
BY PETTY OFFICER ON BATTLESHIP ARKANSAS
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CHARMING STORY IS THAT OF THE"KINGDOM"OF"GRAUSTARK"
rrl5"

mi
8

Bleed Oath

if

Sj
V;

-

V

it
m4.

"GrauBtark," an adaptation by Grace
Hay ward of George Rai r McCutcheon's
most popular novel, will be presented
at the Duncan on Saturday, February

to her home in the little' country
of "Graustark," only to find her the
reigning princess. She is about to
marry a worthless prince in order to

ihe list as a candidate for her affn
tioua Though threatened by powerful
foes and meeting with stubborn opposition he finally wins the princess, his
S.
a
her
from
burdensome friend captures the heart of her maid
fitte
country
The hero is a rich young American debt. Another prince, even more
of honor, the villain is made prisoner
who falls in love with a Mitis GusgfitS-lseeks her hand. She likes and "GniiiKtark" Is saved from n un.
Iter iiiid follows her a' rows the oc ean the American, and be eagerly enters worthy ruler.
o

iK

Tho compai.y presenting this beau

ti t til play has been

chosen especially

to fit the novelist's description of the
c.haiac ters. The Failed Flay company
has given particular attention to the
scenic equipment and with the splendid opportunities offered, has realized
witue of the liundHOllicHt gtago plenties that v, ill he need thjn a ...ii.

It Rouncl9 queer to take a bluml bath
but that Is precisely the effect of a most
remarkable remedy known as S. 8. S. It
has tho pecliar notion of soaking
through the intestines directly into the
blood. In five minutes Its influence Is at
work in every artery, vein and tiny capillary. Every membrane, every onrnn of
the body, every cinunetory becomes In
effect a filter to strain tho blood of Impurities. The stimulating properties of
S. S. S. compel the skin, liver, bowels,
kidneys, bladder to all work to the one
end of casting out every Irritating, every
paln inflletins atom of poison; It dislodges
by , Irrigation all accumulations In the
joints, dissolves acid noerotinns, renders
them neutral and scatters those peculiar
formations In the nerve centers that
cause such mystifying and often baffling
rheumatic pa inn.
And best of all, this remarkable remedy la welcome to the weakest stomiwh,
because it Is a pure vegetable infusion,
is taken naturally into your blood Just as
pure utr ts Inhaled naturally Into your
lungs.
The great Swift Laboratory has spent
millions of dollars in perfecting, producing and placing In the hands of the pub-lithis wonderful remedy. So give your
blood a good bath with S. S. S.. for It
knocks the worst forms of rheumatism
every time.
You can get it at any drug store at
$1.00 a bottle.
It Is a standard remedy,
recognized
everywhere as the greatest
blood lipeclfio ever 'discovered. If yours
is a peculiar cjcse, rani you desire expert
tulvlce, write to The fcwlft
Co.,
HI Bwlfl Uldjf., AtUtitu, (J Bj:iiie
e

ers, hoping to save at least a part of
their money, organized the North
Carolina Dredging company and prepared to purchase the property. Tho
mas W. Blckett, the present attorney-genera-

l,

was appointed receiver and
he sold tho property to the dredging
company for $n,7a0. This company'
authorized capital stock was $r0,000,
the stockholders being New England,
New York and far western mem Another sale was soon suggested by the
owners to some Philadelphia capitalists who 1iad been interested. These
employed a Durham lawyer, who found
that Cook and bis associates had mortgaged the property for $150,000 before
the dredging company bought it So
the Philadelphia men backed out.
The whole fraud has been exposed
by a suit before the state, supreme
court. This court finds that the mortgage for $150,000 made by Cook and
his associates was fraudulent and two
commissioners have been appointed
to sell the property in February, They
alao have been Instructed to notify
t1,n wt
v..,.t.t; i ...I..-

vaults in the principal banks In Franklin county which had been leased b?
Cook and which have not been opened in over six years.
After his departure from North
Carolina Cook went back to bis old
home in Maine and there launched
other schemes, was prosecuted and
convicted and ia now serving a sentence in the state prison.
Here is a remedy
will cir-Why waste time' and money
perimenting when you can get a
th.-'l-

tint

hfi

von-col-

n

wnrl.i-wictt-

d.

expre-'Ti'ic-

s

reputation by its cures of this disease
and can always be depended upon?
It is known everywhere as Chamber
Iain's Cough Remedy, unci ts a medicine of real merit For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
Mrs. A. Ft. Tabor, of Cricler, Mo, had
been troubled with sick headache for
about five years, when she began takShe h:
ia? Chamberlain Tablets
'alien two bottles of U,(
have? cured her. Ki.-- k h
caus'-by a ciiKonierc:' i
!
Ma,;,, ich r
'!ici. 1. Ini, ..,
i!
I
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CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
State of New Mexico. Office ef
New York; Jan 21. The unexpected
in. the attitude of Turkey and the State Corporation Commission.
NEWS- - FROM - THE CAPITAL
change
ESTABLISHEO 1S7J
It is hereby Certified, that the an
the resultant weakness of European
markers constituted the chief Influence nexed is a full, true and complete
London and the transcript of the Certificate of Incor24. Word In trading hera
Jan.
Pubiieed Ey
SauU ye'.X
was brought, to. .the capital today by continental markets were sailers, here poration of The Pvohrer Land and DeTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
visiters tmim Cferriaozo that a telegam when business began, but reyersed velopment Company (No. 7408) with
( Incorporated)
was
M6iii!ay stating that tie their attitude and took back some the endorsements thereon, as same ap
pears on file and of record in the of
jroirime court upheld stocks.
nated
..Slates,
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
decidweakstate
of the State Corporation commis
fice
were
International
of
the
shares
tils
the supreme court
seat
cut
sion.
soon
but
county
est,
CarrUozo.
professional
s.the
selling
ing that
In Testimony Whereof, the chair
of Lincoln county. Tula decision twos ana there was an irregular recovery
few
a
maa
to
started
and clerk of said commission
which
within
which
the
leaders
diBpn'te
brought
a Ions
was fractional distances
seat
of
hereunto set their hands end af
have
the
county
yesterday's
wfyen
ago
years
Lincoln on the plea close.
The advantage was not long fixed the seal of said commission at
removed
East
Entered at the postolflce at
that Carrizozo Is on the railroad and, maintained, however, a break of 5 the City of Santa Fe, on this :?Ciu
Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmit
many utiles from it points in Illinois Central, which was day of December, A. D. 1912.
that LiucolriC-iilo-- i through the United States malli
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
court house at Car attributed to misgivings as to the (Seal)
finished
half
The
as second class matter.
Chairman.
rizozo willddubtless be completed in maintenance of its dividend, under- Attest:
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
now that the row is mined the market and prices fell back
future,
the
near,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
"
'
to the low point Bonds were steady. Articles of Incorporation of The
over. V
Daily, by Carrier:
Rohrer Land and Development
Union Pacific gave way two points
Yhen the news was brought to At06
Ftw Cow
on
121
broke
this
when
Illinois
Central
General
morning
tp
Company
Clancy
16 torney
Dse
fr'cmi 'the : Jnow all men by these presents:
66 by a newspaper man the attorney gen the fear that the income
Oae Month
eral showed much interest in the re- road's $2'!,000,000 holdings of Illinois That we, S, C. Rohrer, C. W. Settle,
Oae Year
port and remarked that the Lincoln Central stock would be materially re- residents of .the state of Kansas, and
Dally by Mail
in their suit had raised a great duced if the dividend was cut Gen- RalphJ M. Rohrer,. resident of the state
people
One Year ,
tansfer-enc- e
eral selling stopped soon after mid- of Km Mexico, have associated ourvariety of, objections to the
tlx Mentha
of the county seat to another day and there was a slow recovery, iselveV together for the purpose, .f
becoming a body politic under and by
running to about a point In some
place.
virtue of the laws of the state of New
Illinois Central rallied
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
The state supreme court today fixed
GROWER
Prices hovered about midway be- Mexico, and in accordance with the
January 31, 1913, as the date for Sher
J2.09 iff Charles C. Closson, of Santa Fp tween yesterday's close and tho low- provisions thereof we do hereby make.
Oae Year
M county, to appear before the court to est of the morning. The trend was execute, and acknowledge this certifi
Bis Months
show reason why he is not in contempt upward, the evident support which the cate in writing of our intention to so
earlier inducing become a body corporate under and
because of allegations based upon the market received,
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip- affidavit of Captain Fred Foraoff, of some of the shorts to buy stocks. by virtue of the statutes of said state
tions)
the New Mexico mounted police, Forecasts of the curieucy moverient in such case made and provided.
Remit by draft, check or money
Article I.
charging Mr. Closson with violating an indicate a slight gain by the banks
erder. K sent otherwise we will not
The corporate name and style of our
order of the' court by allowing a pris the interior receipts being sufficient
M responsible for losa.
oner to be at liberty. The prisoner to offset the loss by gold exports and said corjwation shall be The Rohrer
Specimen copies tree on applica referred to is Ricardo Alarid.
Land and Development Company.
subtreasury operations.
tion.
Arti. 'e II.
In Supreme Court
The market closed steady. Late
The location of Me principal office
In the state supreme court, Chief operations were livened by spasmodic
AIX. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Justice Roberts, Mr. Justice Parker selling of the important shares and a of said corporation in this state shall
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Mr Justice Hanna and Supreme Court bear drive against Can which forced be at East Las Vegas, San Miguel
PAID FOR
the folloVing it to 31 Vz. Earlier low prices were county, New Mexico; which is also its
Clerk Sena, present,
business was transacted:
duplicated in some instances, but the registered office; and the name of the
Advertisers are .. guaranteed the
was of brief duration ami the agent therein and in charge thereof,
vs.
Mexico
Longino j
The cafe of New
largest daily and weekly circulation Maruzo, charged with rape, was dock-- market made some recovory when sdl-ete- upon whom process against this cor
ef any newspaper In northern New
poration may be served, is Ralph M.
and judgment of the lower court jing let up.
Mexico.
Rohrer.
The closing sales were as follows:
affirmed. .This was on appeal from
71
Article III.
Grant county and the appellant failed Amalgamated Copper
114
The objects for which this corporato perfect the, appeal..: His sentence in Sugar
TELEPHONES
104
tion Is formed are:
....Main 2 the lowed" court c was not less than Atchison
BUSINESS OFFICE
1.
To own and acquire by pur
118V
five nor more ' than six years in the Northern Pacific
Main
KSW3 DEPARTMENT
164
chase, lease, location or otherwise any
Reading
pemU ntiaryl
105
V. Norment, Southern Pacific
Tn the case ,ot James
mines, min
land, lots,
FRIDAY JANUARY 24, 1513.
158
ing rights, mineral lands, or any in
appellee, vs. Celsd "Lopez, treasurer Union Pacific
63
terest therein, in the State of New
United States Steel
of SantaFe county,-- ' the case
109
and to explore, work, delowel
United
Steel
States
of
Mexico;
the
''and.
docketed
pfd
judgment
TIMK TO GET BUSY
involvand
operate the same.
velop
court was alliimeiij This case
2. The promotion of immigration.
.
taxes.
,
ed
The bill providing for the erection
3. To buy, sell and deal in lands,
Educators Coming
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
of a federal building in the city of
live stock, merchandise and
inat
met
of
bocCU
mines,
24.
edauction
The reported
Chicago, Jan.
as Vegas, which was introduced In The state"
of all kinds.'
minerals
10
this
o'clock
new
of
the
morning.
Turkish
at
the
tention
capilol
ministry
rongress by Senator A. B. Fall of New
4.
The improvement of the breed
which came up for to recall its peace envoys from Lon
matters
the
Among
Mexico, has passed the senate and is
don had a bullish effect on wheat at Df domestic animals ty importation,
now under consideration la the house. action are;
Bale or otherwise. 'k;
inustrial
for
The
course
of
the opening today. May opened
study
When he was here a short time before
5.
TO conduct a general merchana
committee to
up at 82 to 92 and sold early
the election last fall, Congressman H. education' prepared by
dise business in connection with the
92
92
. May touch-9of
superinand
between
Miss;
Meyers,
is. Fergussou declared that nothing consisting
industrial education, Dr.
operation of the company's affairs to
and closed firm
up at
would please him more than to be tendent of
M.
C.
H.
H.
Roberts
and
corn
Light;
May
opened a shade down at be carried on by this company.
able to secure tho passage of a bill Frank
0.
The accumulation and loan of
in 51
of
rules
the
and
sold
between 51
and
up
regarding
drawing
authorizing the erection of a federal
the erection of buildings, the de51to
funds,
consolidate
was
and
the
stitutes
and
close
The
plan
steady.
building here.
of lands or mines for the
cf
certification
velopment
.
the
51
these
institutes;
May
up at
Now Is the chance for Mr. Fergus-so- n
benefits of its member
to
in
50
institutes.
to
teach
shade
oats
a
started
up
applications
May
to make good, which he appears
7.
To borrow money for the use
to 33 and sold
Two. Prisoners
at 33
to be trying to do. It Is also time fc
the
of
.
of
Juan
San
corporation, to be evidenced
JL.
Dufur
Sheriff
were
Provisions
and
JX,
steady.
quiet
the committee having charge of se
note or notes or bonds, and seits
Love
and"
by
Policeman
2
to
lower
at
county
Mounted,
May
pork
opened
curing the options on a suitable site
cured by mortgage or deed of trust
lace arrived here last night, having in $18.82
and sold to $18.90.
to get busy once more,.
o? said corporation.
two
26
for
to
peniun
the
lard
lower
custody
prisoners
May
opened
Several years ago a site was select8. And generally to do and per
court
of
term
the
to
convicted
at
at
and
$10.12
$10.15
changed
tentiary
to
was
necessarv
but
secure
It
ed,
all other acts and thmgs nec
form
tb
One
lu
3ust
of
Uiat
c,osed
unty.
a
at
shade up
May ribs
$10.12.
the right of way for a street through
or requisite to carry into effect
was
essary
fol
were
convictea
as
The
ti.
Head,
p
f.
closing
quotations
a section now held as Private nroner- Iltouei.
and objects for which
the
on
or
purposes
arsona cuarge
growing out oi lows: Wheat, May
July
ty in order to make the lots available
is formed.
this
Du
corporation
the
the
89.
of
of
the
plant
burning
September
It is understood all these arrange
IV.
'
Article
com
Lumber
Mill
and
rango
Corn,
Planing
May
SeptemJuly
ments were made, but slowness t5h
the
amount
of
The
"fctennier.
capital stock of
man
other
.The
ber
the part of congress in making an pany last
shall be and is One
a
this
corporate
but
named
be
Reeves,34;
supposed
Oats,
May
September
rtfj
July
appropriation sufficient to purchase
'
Hundred Th. Jsand Dollars ($100,000),
the lots Is said to have been the with various aliases" Was convicted of
divided into one thousand (1000)
be
to
horse
said
Reeves
is
stealing.
Pork, Jan. $18.70; May $19.02.
cause of the lapse of the options. If
shares of the par avlue of One Hunsev
a
made
10.17
and
Jan.
character,
desperate
Lard,
May
$10.22.
these options can be renewed, and
each. The
dollars ($100.00)
dred
Ribs, Jan. $10.12; May $10.20.
doubtless they can, it is likely that eral attempts to saw himself out of
which
stock
with
of
amount
capital
also
annexed
at
and
while
Astlec,
sufficient money to purchase the prop- jail
this corporation will commence busiun
some
from
saws
fine
two
steel
erty can be. secured from congress or
ness Is Two Thousand Dollars ($2000,-00known source at Durango on the way
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
from public subscriptions.
to
Santa
Fe
24.
Kansas
Cattle,
City, January
y
Tho appropriation calls for the exArticle V.
'Foreclosure Hearing
receipts 1,000, including 2J0 southerns.
penditure of 5100,000 for the building.
names
and
The
postoffice addresses of
JAlexleo
New
In
Railroad
Central
the
Market steady. Native steers $6.80
a
Congress several years ago
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control thereof. The election of directors shall be by ballot unless the
stockholders represented at any meejlng for the election of directors may
: '
?
decide to vote otherwise, J
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto set our hands this 26th day of
November, A. Dl, 191?.!
v

-

n- v

A-

C. W.

Irv

Missionary

y

of December, A. D., 1912.
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
(Seal)

Chairman.

Attest:

EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
State of Kansas
Shawnee County, ss.
Know all men by these presents,
That we, the undersigned Incorporators of The Rohrer Land and Development Company, and directors thereof,
for the first three months, do hereby

certify and declare that there shall
be no stockholders'
liability on ac
count of any stock issued as. provided
under Section 23, Chapter 79, Laws
of 1905, of the State of New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof we have here
unto set our hands' this 26th day of
November,

J.

Eight Years

FOR. THE'BENEFIT OF THE
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS' SCHOOL
,

Duncan's Opera House
8 P.

t9

D

o

51. SUNDAY

FEBRUARY

2nd., 1913

TICKETS FIFTY CENTS TO ANY PART

OF THE HOUSE

MUSIC BY LOCAL TALENT

drouth; fruits that will grow far
north and flowers that will bloom all
'' ''
summer.
The program of the present convention has been prepated largely
with the view of increasing knowledge of horse breeding and of either
exploding or substantiating the numerous theories advanced on that
subject. Other subjects such as animal and plant breeding in general
and eugenics will be dealt with, but
the discussion will center upon the
horse.
., ,
,
President Mitchell Of the" University of South Carolina welcomed the
delegates at the opening of the convention. Secretary of Agriculture
Wilson, president of the associations
presided over the session and delivered an address.
The convention sessions .will continue three days, the first two days
being given over to scientific discussions and the last day to an inspection of the International Corn
exposition. Sunday morning the delegates will leave fot Charleston in
response to an invitation from' the
chamber of commerce of that city.
Stops will be made at the Clemson
college experiment station and at
Summervllle, where a visit of lnspec- .

'

State of I lew Mexico. Office of the
State Corporation Commission.
It is hereby certified, that the annexed is a fall, true and complete
transcript of the Certificate of Stock- of The Rohrer
holdiers'
Land and Development Company (No.
7409) with the endorsements there
on, as same appears on file and of
record in the office of- - the State Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman and clerk of said commission
have hereunto set their hands and affixed the seal of saldtmmlssion, at
the City of Santa Fe, on this 26th day

M

Rev. Francis Barnum S.
A
Alaska For

S. B. ROHRER,

SETTLE,
RALPH M. ROHRER,
State of Kansas
County of Shawnee, ss.
Be it Remembered, That on this
26th day of November, A. Di 1912,
before the undersigned, personally appeared the above named S. B. Rohrer
and C. W. Settle, and Ralph M. Roh
rer well and personally known to me
to ba the same persons described in
and who executed the foregoing instrument, and severally acknowledged
to me that they executed the same.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial
seal at said county and state the day
and year last above written.
(Notarial Seal)
FLORENCE SMILEY,
Notary Public,
My commission expires Aug. 14, 1915.
Endorsed: No. 7408. Cor. Rec'd.
Vol. 6 Page 198. Certificate of Incorporation of The Rohrer Land and Development company. Filed in office
of State Corporation Commission, Deo.
26, 1912; 10 a. m. Edwin F. Coard,
Clerk. Compared T. J. S. to J. J. O.
Certificate f Stockholders'

ESKIMO LIFE and KLONDIKE GOLD FIELDS

DON ALASKA

ozJ

tion will be made ' at the only tea
farm in America.
HADLEY ADDRESSES LAWYERS
N. Y., Jan. 24. An address
by former Governor Hadley, of Missouri oh the subject of "Progressive

.Utica,

Jurisprudence" was the leading feature of the program today at the annual meeting of the New York State
Bar association. At the election of
officers which will conclude the
meeting tomorrow Judge Alton B.
Parker will ye named as president ot
the association.
TO OBSERVE CENTENNIAL
Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 24 A special tax; to defray the expenses of the

Alabama Centennial exposition, which
it is proposed to hold in 1919 in celebration of the oneiundredth anniversary of Alabama's admission to the
Union, was recommended in a report
submitted today by a special committee that has investigated the question. Governor O'Neal is expected to
recommend a constitutional amendment which will be necessary before
such a tax can be levied. The exposition probably will be held in Birmingham.

THE OLD RELIABLE
IN-.WA-

N

GO

A. D. 1912.

S. B. ROHRER,
C. W. SETTLE,

RALPH M. ROHRER,
State of Kansas
Shawee County, ssi
Be It Remembered, That on this
27th day of November, A. D. 1912, De-fore the undersigned, personally ap
peared the above named S. B. Rohrer,
C. W. Settle and Ralph M. Rohrer,
well and personally known to me to
be the same persons described In and
who executed the foregoing Instru
ment, and severally acknowledged to
me that they executed the same.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereun
to set my hand and affixed my notarial seal at said county and state the
day and year last above written,.
ROBERT STONE,
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires, Aug. 14, 1915.
Endorsed: No. 7409, Cor. Rec'd.
Vol. 6 Page 198. Certificate of Stock
of The Rohrer
holders'
Land and Development Company,. Fil
the Incorporators of this corporation, ed in office of State Corporation Com
and the number of shares subscribed mission, Dec. 26, 1912; 10 a. m. Edfor by each, are as follows:
win F. Coard, Clerk. Compared T. J.
Shares
S. to Jv J. O.
Subscribed
Name and Address
S. B. Rohrer, Topeka, Kansas.. 10
CONVENTION OF BREEDERS.
.
O W. Settle, Topeka, Kansas.'. 5
Jan. 24. The anColumbia, S.
of the American
nual convention
Ralph M. Rohrer, East
5- -'
Breeders association, which began
Vegas,
The aggregate of such subscriptions its sessions at the University of
being Two Thousand Dollars ($200000) South Carolina today, has attracted a
the amount of the capital slock1 with large number of delegates from all
"
which this eonoatioii will com men cs sections of the country. The asso
In
ciation
meets
hi.BinefS.
conjunction with the
Article VI.
International Corn Exposition, which
The term for which this corporation will be opened here next Monday.
The object of the American Breedshall exist shall be for a period of
ers' association, whose membership
fifty
embraces nearly two thousand scienVIII.
The affairs and management if our tific and practical breeders, Is
said corporation are to be under the unique. Its aim is improvement of
control of a board of three directors, the human race as well as animal
and S. R. Rohrer and G. W. Settle, and plant life. The animal breeders
Poh-rer- , are
endeavoring to breed a better
of Topeka, Kansas, and Ralph M.
of East Las Vegas, New Mexico, class of horses; cows that will yield
are hereby selected to act as said more milk and better; meat animals
directors and to manage the affairs that will yield steaks and chops more
and concerns of said corporation ror tender and better flavored; while the
three months and until their suc s- plant breeders are work'rg for wheat
that will yield finer flour and more
elected
and
are
qualified
sors
duly
of It; corn that will conta."i more
Article VIII.
thm
Tii directors of
corporation proiein; plan's that will
tnsts uni aw! (lie sitaetm of rial and
tiul;
!Ji
its
sMi!! liav
power
'.this!
fifnirirh Hi $pi- fit
!
Ml
fwr&rM'M
fur
the
jy

1

7 tlx)
l.:".
X

.1--

1,1

-

,

Gross, Kelly & Co.
S6!e

ents

).

passed
bill appropriating $15,000 for a eita
An effort to secure an additional ap
propriation of $13,000 for an extension to the site was killed by a committee of the senate.
Las Cruces has a strong lobby at
Washington working for an apporprla- ticn for a federal building.
Why
should net Las Yeeas do the same?

company foreclosure hearing before
Judge Lorin "CL Colin", special master
on Tuesday last an orand reffw-etder was made to close proofs by February 4 proximo unless for good cause
shown parties should have more time
In which to present evidence.
LUMBER

HEARING

RESUMED.

Cincinnati, O.; Jan. 24. Hearing of
the protect of soutnern lumbermen'
SWIMMERS TO INVADE UT S.
against the proposed Increase ' tn
Montreal, Jan. 24. Ten - of the freight ,rats on lumber from the
peffdleHt swimmers of Aieutu i'niver- - wmin to, vanaaian p"u
left Montreal today for their an-- ! sumed In this city today before a
of the Interstate
In the course special :,exnimtier
EUal American trip.
The south-wil- l
of the next two weeks the Canadians Comnmqe Commission.
t
the
ern
lumbermen
that
contend
engage in a series of contests
unfair
an
rates
creased
will
be
Yale, the University of Pennsylvaof the lumber- Columbia and other leading east- - crimination
who will be
of
men
the
northwest,
era universities.
enabled to place their product In the
Canadian market cheaper than the
CELEBRATES 100TH BIRTHDAY.
lumbermen of the south.
Charlotte, N. C., Jan. 24. Harry
most
widely
Carrison, one of the
JOSEPH H, CHOATE IS 81
Irjwwa residents of this section of the
New
York, Jan. 24. Joseph It.
hi one hundredth
,.former United States ambasat
his
Choate,
.:
y, .;. ,- .r..Jvtr: Cc-'.'i- today
Gifsftt Britain, received the
to
sador
The
entire
,
"..'.ft
the Mecklenburg congratulations Jt nnuj friends tndav
p
ri, ,.;..,
,
.vrrife veterans of this ob tii! occasion of his c!t'!ity-firi- t
r,
Mr, C)'M Is
Ut Ui': homo birthday bnnSvwgary,
i .;
,
in
' v'.li hf'Ul.h fi!i: i tn htt
:ii
re-sl-ty

steers $5.507.35;
8.25; southern
southern cows and heifers $3.i5
6.25; native cows and heifers $3.75
7.50; stockcrs and feeders $5.S0
7.50; bulls $56.50; calves $6,504?
10.25; western steers $68; western

cows $3. 75 6. 50.
Hogs, receipts 600. Market strong.
Hulk of sales $7,254? 7,40; heavy $7.35
$i 7.42; 'butchers and packers $7.25
7 . 40 ; : lights 17 . 1 0 T. 30 ; pigs $ 6
;
'
6.75.
Sheep, recepits 2,000. Market steady. Muttons $4.2.'(?f5.75; lambs $8.25
(HS.75; range wethers and yearlings
$57.50; range ewes $4.50(j 5.25.
,
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Desirable for grown people as well
folks.,. '
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ai for little
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Don't Forget Our January White Sale

years-Articl-

j

dis-ni-

First Shipment of Ginghams
for Spring 19 I3 Just Received

C--

'

SUPPLANT NEGROES
CalingBton, La- - Jan. 24 Plans to
imiwrt farm laborers to take he place
of indolent negroes will bp .tiscussed
,v. ft farmers' conference heio torafcr-row- .
Farmers s'rom all over flie parish are arriving for the meeting Owing
to thtt 1'iusually high w;gei paid last
year few negroes can be induced to
work at the old rates t pay, but demand pay at the game rate ai Is paid
time. Many planters
in
favor the importation of Mexican
MAY

cotUffl-pir-klo-

-

;,)-,-

-

y3 Off AU Embroideries, 14 Off All Muslin UnderOff All White Goods
wear,
1- -5

Sale Lasts Until February
"The
--

StoreIrs &of Quality"
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1st.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
ITS

OUR WHITE
GOODSSALE

Mrsi Cecilio Rosenwald has returned from: an extended trip to several

25c

50c to 65c values ,
75c to 85c values
$1.00 values
$1.25 values
$1.50 values- $2.00 to $2. 50 values...
$2.50 values-- -

"43.:

nia.

59c
79c

I

c

1.49

(III

AGENTS FOR.

SHOES
NEV IDEA 10c Patterns
PHONE MAIN 104

CONSTANTINOPLE
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Klmer M. Kirkpatiitk died eatflj
auditor for the San-fthis
morning in the city jail, his death.
Fe railroad, with headquarters in
caused by a concussion of the
being
Topelta, Kan., was a visitor in town
his
'
btain received in falling from
today.
man iB believed to have
The
horse.
Mies Jennie Baum of Kansas City
the accident
intoxicated
is here for a visit with Mrs. Gilbert been
occurred.
Rosenwald at hfer home, 1020 Douglas
Kirkpatrick was seen about town
avenue.
niUt
J. van Houten of Raton, vice presi- by several people Wednesday
and
condition
intoxicated
an
in
during
dent and general manager of the St.
the night spent much time in the loLouis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
cal saloons also riding about the city
railway, was a visitor In the city today.
on his horse. At 5 o'clock yesterday
Mrs. M. C, Harris, who has been
morning Kirkpatrick was advised bv
of
her
here on a short visit, the guest
Officer Terry McGovern to put
Police
aunt, Mrs. Charles Rosenthal, left this
uia
horse and go to 'bed; Kirkup
afternoon for her home in Prescott,
patrick, taking the advice, rode up to
Ariz.
the Cooley stable an tried to get
George Lougee, principal of the San
Hut-soin,
but, on finding the door closed,
Miss
Stella
ta Fe high school, and
a member of the Capitol City was seen by McGovern start north on
street.
high school faculty, arrived in town Seventh
About 6 o'clock the police received
this afternoon accompanying the San
ta Fe high school girls' basketbill! a message from the telephone office
man
team, which is to play the Las Vegaaj to the effect that there was a
high school girls' team this evening lying in front of the telephone office
apparently dead. The man was found
at the armory.
by jtna Gilstrap, colored, who was
THE VERY LATEST.
passing the office at that time on Ms
valenand
cartoons
bicycle.
Photographic
An inquest was held this morning.
tines, beautiful, artistic and comic.
Nothing like it ia America. Call and Officer McGovern testified to the corMiss Letha oner's jury that on responding to cen
choose your subject
tral's call, he found the man to be
Shumate, Plaza. Phone Main 224.
Adv.
Kirkpatrick and as he was unable to
take him to the city jail alone, he
PAINTER ENDS LIFE
summoned Officer Ward, With the
Palermo, Sicily, Jan. 24. H. M. Pen- use of a wheelbarrow the two officers
hall, , an American painter, formerly got the man to the jaili City Physi
of San Francisco, committed suicide cian C. C. Gordon was summoned im
here yesterday.' In his pocket was 9 mediately and found Kirkpatrick to be
note saying: "I want to die in Italy." drunk and that he had a bad scalp
It is believed that he came from wound on the back of his head.
Dr. F. H. Crail, who also was call
Messina to Palermo and his baggage
shows that he had recently been in ed, testified that Kirkpatrick was in
an intoxicated condition and that he
Roma and Alexandria
had received a severe scalp wound on
the back of his head. Chief of PoUTAH'S VOTE RECEIVED.
Washington," Jan. 24 Mrs. Marga lice Ben Coles and Police Officers
and Ward all testified that
ret Zarre' Wltcher;'of Salt Lake City,
time that Kirkpatrick was
vote
the
the
of
Utah
delivered
the.
during
today
electors to the president of the sen- in jail he "was in a stupor and unable
ate. She wa the first woman to ap to move about. Charles Koehn of
pear amqi?" the messengers coming Cleveland, Ohio, who Is serving a term
in from jfne various states. She trav. for trespassing on the Santa Fe Rail
elede250 milegand received ?5S5 way company's property,' testified that
for her mileage.
Kirkpatrick received the best of at
tention and that he seemed unable to
DEMOCRATS KILL RECEPTION.
recover from the effects of the liquor
Washington, Jan. 24. Democratic and wished to sleep all the time. This
senators in caucus today decided it morning at 5:30 Koehn awoke and
would be unwise and inexpedient to offered Kirkpatrick some water. He
open the capitol for'a public receptio.a also put a pillow under his head af
on Inauguration day. The action of ter (which Koehn went to sleep. On
the democratic caucus surrounds awakening the second time Koehn
with doubt what plan, if any, finally found Kirkpatrick dead on the floor
to take the place of of the cell, lying on his face where
may
the ball,
he had fallen from his cot.
j ; ;j
After hearing all the testimony the
.
SUES FOR DIVORCE
coroner's jury, composed of B. J. Scott,
Denver, Jan.
Richards, Vicente Montoya, C. V. Hedgcock, J
leading man with'Lulu Glazer, the ac- H. Stearns, A. M. Adler and Amos
tress, today filed suit in the district Kline, agreed that Kirkpatrick's death
court of Fremont county for divorce was caused by concussion of the brain,
front Martha M. Richards. He charges received presumably in falling oft his
cruelty. Mrs Richards, who is a local horse while under the Influence of li
singer, recently sued Miss Glazer for quor.
alleged alienation of Richards' affec- The inquest, which was held in the
tions:
undertaking rooms of J. C. Johnson
ji
and Son, was presided over by Judge
D. R. Murray. Mr. Woodcock, a local
stenographer, took down all of the testimony.
That will remain moist.
was 30 years old and
Every housewife 'who bakes her own .Kirkpntrlck.who
Las
in
been
had
Vegas for the
if
Is
little
that
knows
a
bread
added
potato
to the sponge, the bread will not dry out past bIx years, came nere from Galas quickly. In this recipe potato is utilized
Texas. He lived with hie
to make doughnuts that will remain moist veston,
Mrs.
Kirkpatrick, at the
mother,
for
fresh
several
and
days.
conK C will be found to have distinct ad- Camfield dam, where, when the
was
In
he
struction
work
other
over
progress,
Powder
Baking
vantages
any
for doughnuts. K C is a double acting wasemployed as a locomotive enginbaking powder with which a large batch of eer.
Since the suspension ot the
doughnuts may be mixed and fried a few at
a time. The last will be as light and nice work on the dam Kirkpatrick has
as the first.
been engaged in farming. Two days
ago his mother left for Medaryvlllc,
K C;
Doughnuts Ind., 6 visit her
Dr. W. T.
By Mrs. Nevada Briggs, of Baking Vaniloment., WQrd has been sent to
both j Kirkpatrick's mother and his
Shcups flour: 2 eggs; 1 evp
brothNn:law ot h'iai 'deatn.' Besides
vngnr; level teahpoonjuh
these two Kirkpatrick is survived by
K C Ilakivg Powder; J
J tcaspoo-nfu- l
tall;
a brother, Carroll Kirkpatrick, ot
mace; 1 cup cold maxhed
Ulysses, Neb., and by a brother-lpotato-cvp milk, or more
I
law, George Crim, of Seward, Neb.
f needed.
v
M. A. Johnson,

The Popular Price Store

HOFFMAN

''

A CITY OF

TERROR
(Continued from Fage One;
peace delegates that the war will
again almost Immediately. There
are, however, two currents of opinion
among the representatives ot the Bal
'kaii league. One of these is in favor
of asking Sir Edward Grey, as honorary president of the peace confer
ence immediately to convoke a ses
sion of the delegates at which the
resumption of hostilities will be de
claredi The other urges that the pow
ers should first be allowed to deal
with Turkey.
The European governments are already in communication with regard
The view here is
to the stiuation.
that the reply of Turkey to the note
of the powers must be awaited before
any drastic action can be inaugurated
,Lack of information as to the real
meaning and scope of the movement
in Constantinople precludes in the official view anything in the nature of
peremptory action. The delegates of
the allies were busy all day obtain
ing the views of the foreign ministers
prior to their formal meeting at the
Servian headquarters this evening.
The new Turkish cabinet has decided to recall the Ottoman peace delegates from London, according to a
dispatch today from Constantinople.
The Turkish government Is also said
to have requested lis embassadors at
Vienna and St. Petersburg to return
to the Turkish capital.
Enver Bey, me most spirited leader of the Young Turks, was today appointed chief of the general staff
of the Turkish army. At the headquarters of all the peace delegation?
the greatest activity and excitement
prevails today. Cipher telegrams from
Sofia, Belgrade, Athens and Cettinje
crossed messages from London 10
those capitals uuring the early, morning hours. Before noon the heads of
the four delegations had held several
meetings to discuss the situation.
The allies seem disposed to consider
the revolution in Constantinople as
an affront to the European powers'
more than to themselves. Therefore
tlipy think that the powers are entitled to make the first move. Whatever
it may bo and whatever its result, It
can not prejudice their future action,
they declare.
The delegates consider the resumption of the war in the course of the
next wek as almost Inevitable,- even
on
active
nsreo
if the power, shoula
intervention.
be-n-

a

Doughnuts
,,

Potato
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BASEBALL

NOTES- -
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SCHOONER

WithBresnahan, Archer and

Need-ha-

the Chicago Cubs have the only
Irish-borcatching staff In baseball.
All three of the backtosps were bom
in Ireland.
he
Manager Hugh Jennings say
will make many changes In the De
troit lineup for the coming season.
One of the moves will be the placing
of Sam Crawford on first base.
big
Winter, the Sormer
league pitcher, has been engaged to
coach the baseball team of the University of Vermont. Winter managed
lh(i Kt. John, K. T!., imn hint Kfmmn

'

Sift three times, the flour, salt, spice and
Beat egs with rotary
baking Powder.
beater, then still using rotary beater, gradually add sugar,, then, work in the mashed
potato with a spoon and alternately add milk
and flour mixture.
Make a soft dough, roll
into a sheet, cut into rounds, pinch a hole in
t- l- center with the finger and fry in deep fat.
Fat for frying" should not be hot enough
to brown the doughnut until it has risen.
When the doughnut is dropped into the fat
As soon as it conies
it sinks to the bottom.
up it should be turned and turned a mirnlxr
of times while cooking.
This recipe is excellent m tWy do not take the fat in frying
ami will itay 'moist lot tiays.

IN DISTRESS.

24,

1913.

u

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET IS LIKE
SNOW IN SUNSHINE

(Continued from Pago 1.)
Mr. Davison added he knew of no
bank in New York controlled by an
other bank. Mr. Davison distinguished between control of stock and con
trol of management of banks. Mr
Davison reiterated that a law preventing "interlocking directors" wouli sot
the country back 23 years. He ag'eed
v.iih Mr. Uutermye. that it mlUt (
we'.l to cut down the bize of bords
n! ciiivc'orfi of banks.
Mr. Itavison said that he would1 'fj,-- '
vor a law enforcing complete public
ly of intermediate profits made1' bv'
financiers in floating securities 'and
world approve of forbidding bank officers and banks from participation In
syndicates formed for floating securities. 'Mr. Untermyer brought out thij
on November 1, J. P. Morgan ani
Company had deposits of $129,000,000
and had in various banks $16,000,000.
Mr. Davison offered a long statement
relative to coflcentration, but the
withheld it from the record un
til it could be ex'amlned.
When Mr. Davison was excused,
James J. Hill was called.
Mr. Hill opened his testimony with
a list of his directorships in New
York and Chicago banks and in the
Great Northern and Burlington railroads.
Mr. Hill said that the Great North'
ern and the Northern pacific railroads were competitors.
When the Northern Securities company was dissolved, he said, he received 37,000 shares of Great Northern and 62,000 shares of Northern Pacific. He now has 20,000 shares of
Great Northern and his son, Louis
W. Hill, has 13,500 shares.
Mr. Hill testified that he was a director in the First National Bank of
St. Paul, one of the largest banks
in the northwest. He disagreed with
Mr. Untermyer's suggestion that minority stockholders be given representation in directorates through cumulative voting. He said that such a
system might allow competitors to
secure a corporation's secrets by securing a place on its board. On the
question of interlocking directors Mr.
Hill said he held that the propriety
of practice rested entirely upon the
character of the Individual man.
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25c
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CONTROLS

OAS FATAL

eastern cities.
J. P. Topes, r a Santa Fe railway
official from Denver, was a visitor In
the city today.
ELMER KIRKPATRICK DIES THIS
Joseph .Powelson, of Boulder, Colo,
MORNING IN CITY JAIL OF
tWn'
la in
'visiting friends, stopping
BRAIN CONCDSSION
on his vyay ifrom Boulder to Califor-

here-to-for- e.

values
35c values

FALL FROM HORSE DENIES

PERSONALS

Will continue until February
1st. Same reductions in prices as

FRIDAY, JANUARY

it soon melts away. If you have it with you it's a temptation to spend
Take out enough for necessities and deposit some each pay day wfth us.

We Pay 4 per cent Interest
And encourage and help you save
'
$1 opens an acct. Add to it each pay day and Watch it Grow.
4
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PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL

$106,000.00

OFFICERS

,

JOIIN W. HAIjtlllS, President
Geo II. Hunker, Vice Pres. Cleofes Romero, Vice Pres.' Cecilio Rosenwald, Sec.
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

coin-mitte-

.

AHEKICANS

ARE

NOW

SAFE IN ACUPULCO
AMERICAN CONSUL IN THAT CITY
DECLARES CONDITIONS
ARE MORE STABLE.

Washington, Jan. 24. Consul Edwards at Acapulco, Mexico, where
fear for the safety of Americans
caused the sending of the cruiser
Denver, reported today that conditions there are quiet. The Denver
has arrived and the British warship
Sherwater has prepared to depart.
Vera Cruz Tranquil.
New Orleans, Jan.- 24. Vera Cruz
is tranquil and conditions generally
in southern Mexico have greatly improved, according to official dis-

i
I

Politics and

A

1

Politicians

Massachusetts haB 192,000 union
ists.
Twenty states have free employment bureaus.
Master mechanics at the various
navy yards have received substantial
wage Increases.
Wages in Japan have risen 50 per
cent In 10 years, the cost of living
33 per cent.
Chinese have
British Columbia
formed a union and demand 40 cents
an hour for digging potatoes.
A vigorous campaign is to be made
to bring the zino miners of Missouri
Into the fold of unionism.
Patternmakers' union proposes to
take a referendum vote on an International convention this year.
Milwaukee working girls are organbuying Clubs to re
izing
duce the high cost of living.
Thirty thousand members of the
Christian labor union in the coal
mines of Prussia have gone on a
'
strike.
its
Since
organization in 1910, Kansas City's welfare board has provided frea legal aid to 11,108 poor applicants.
There are 9G9 local unions with a
membership of 75,914 in the Bricklayers' and Masons' International union.
Arizona has adopted a law that prohibits an alien from being employed
on any public work within its juris'
diction.
Since January 1 every member of
a, labor organization in St. Louis has
the seal of the American Red Cross
society on his working card.
Cleveland, Ohio, union carpenters
will receive an increase of five cents
on the minimum wage scale, beginning April 15 next, making the rate
50 cents an hour.
A free employment bureau for unskilled labor has been established in
San Diego, Calif., under the auspices
of the Federated Trades and Labor
Council.
An effort is to be made by organized labor tq obtain better pay for

postoffice clerks, and the movement

will have the backing of the Ameripatches received here last night and can Federation of Labor.
today by Dr. H, Ornealas, consul geii- The Plumbers' International UdaOu
eral of Mexico.
now
has 585 locals, an average w&e
Minister of Foreign Affairs Laa- - of
$5 a day, and in most cases the locuraln telographea the consul gener- cals have an eight-hou- r
day and a
al that every precautionary measure
half holiday.
Saturday
has been taken by the Madero governThe lace Industry of Belgium gives
ment to protect Americans and otne:'
to about 45,000 women
employment
foreigners, ,and denied there was and girls, some of whom begin their
cause for alarm on the part of, the
apprenticeship when ony C or 8 years
..
Washington government.
of age.
Women teachers ot Glasgow, ScotRebels Cut Railroad Llne
are campaigning in favor of
land,
El Pa,so, Tex., Jan. 21. With traffic equal pay for equal jwprk, with a fair
resumed between Chihuahua City and prospect of winning a victory, pubr
Mexican Central rail- the borer,.,
Ibolng generally on
1,1c eontlment
was
culj.yestqrday, by rebels be their side.
ay
t
tween Jimenez and Torreon on the
Haverhill, Mass., master barbers,
main line to Mexico City. Four hun- who have refused to grant the dedred of the 700 loops which arrived mands of the barbers' union for a J13
last night at Juarez, returned early to minimum wage, have engaged women
day to patrol the railroad to the barbers to take the places of tue
south. This loaves about 600 troops strikers.

th,

;

Washington, jan. 24. The schoon at Juan.is.
er Edward Drake, from Fernandlna.
Fla., for Philadelphia, Is in distress
Y. M. C. A. OF TWO STATES
off Hog Island, Va., as the result of a
N. C, Jn 24. Greens
Greensboro,
collision with an unKnown steame.
for three days the
The revenue cutter Onondaga Is rush boro is entertaining
interstate
convention of
tenth
annual
ing to her.
the Young Men's Chistian associations of North and Smith. Carolina. A
PREMIER IS ILL
large and enthusiastic attendance
Paris, Jan. 24 Aristide Dryand, the marked the opening of the proceed- new French premier, was seised with n'igs today. Governor Mann of Virgian attack of syncope in the chamber nia, President Mitchell of the Univer
of deputies this evening. Medical at- sity of South Carolina and Dr. C. W.
tention was at band and he quickly Kent of the University of Virginia
ar aiuonp the
nuhf-ilule-

.

THE FEBRUARY

AMERICAN
MAGAZINE.
The February American Magazine
contains a wonderful letter by Allan
Ptnkerton, never before published, in
which the famous detective relates his

connection with the first plot to asLincoln was on
sassinate Lincoln.
his way to Washington in February,
1SC1, and the plan was to kill hirn
in Baltimore while he was passing
through that city on the way to
Washington whore he was to be In- aDRtiralcd. ptrdt'rton discovered th

UNCA-Opera Hoise

TIM'- 0

.f?H

Special Engagement of the riost Popular Romantic Play on the American Stage

The United Platy Co. (Inc.)
PRESENT GRACE HAYtVARD'S
-

j

mm
Heart Leading Story of Love
a Whirlwind of Surprising
In
and Adventure
";
v'v"
Scenes.
A

Blood Bubbling

Notable Cast

Including Aliss Luiszita Valentine
and nr. Lawrence Evart
Production Complete to the minutest Detail

PRICES
Seats

-

,

Ready Tuesday,

:

- 31.00 50c
$l.oO
Feb. 4
;

at Murphey's Drug Store

For Sewing and Readm
i

The Ray IS recognized as
the best lamp made. It
gives a clear, steady light, soft and mellow; the ideal lamp, according to best authorities, for all work requiring close attention
of the eyes ( far superior to gas and electricity).
.

The

.

JBO Lamp

Lighted without removing chimney or shade. Easy to clean and rewick
Inexpensive. Economical. Made in various ttyleg, and for all purposes.

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY

Denver, Pu.h'o, Albuquerque,
Cheyenne, Batle, Boi, Salt Leke City.

...j
plot, saved Lincoln's life, and tells with good reading, completes an unthe whole story In this letter which; usual number.
r
was written In 18G6
reached the public until The American Magazine got hold of it...
i
MEXICAN CITRUS FRUIT GROWERS
Brand Whitlock, mayor ot Tolndq
Taaipico, Mex Jan, 24. The orOhio, writes the second chapter of ganization of a permanent association
his personal reminiscences and tells of citrus fruit growers of Mexiio ia
some remarkable stories about James the purpose of a three days" conferO. Dlaine, Governor Altgold, and the' ence which will begin hero tomorrow.
Whltechapel club of Chicago, which Many of the leading fruit grower of
In Its time was probably the largest the Tamploo territory have
but'-nevo-

and most interesting Bohemian club
'
in the world.
Dr. Woods
Hutchinson begins a
new department entitled
and
"
David Grayson ' contributes a new "Adventure In Cot
tentment" A New Yorfc policeman
writes the "Diary of a Cop." Albert
,T. Nock tells about Coatesville, Ta,
a town whose citizens burned a mat
alive and then t did nothing about it
Augustus rofit writes the "Exppt-lenee- s
of an Airman,"
An excellent assortment of fjctif.n,
U!;ethT with four departments f"
'

Horse-Power.-

aliJy

arrived to attend th meeting. The
proposed association, according to Uia
statements ot its promoters, will !..;.'
stops to eradicate all oaUB a.n.1 disease affecting trees end fruit and try
to prevent the United f. tales from enacting a law proMMtng the ire rotation of Mexteaa fruit mi t
Einee
the increased acrecgQ l;m-- 'iil ia
few years produce ivi -- v trail v.un
the home market can t.iwvnif, ar.a
i
foreign tuarketa win i,., i

111

U;!r

f.fln,t

;

1913.

i
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PASSED AROUND

PLAYS AND PLAYERS

Frederick Warde, is lecturing In tbt
south on "Richard III."
"A, Wild Goose, book and music
reby AVillard Spencer, is tob be

Company,

OCEAN-TO-OCEA-

T marked a coin and put It Into
circulation. I got it back in about
a week."
"It works that way sometimes. Just
happened to me with a box of Christmas cigars."

MAYBE

The
Cohan and Harris have secured the
plan for permanent organization is dramatic rights to "Back Home," b."
Miss Chance Miss Antique says
to elect Bome prominent southerner, Irving Cobb, originally published as
her engagement ring cost a hundred
probably a, governor o some state, as Berial.
dollars.
The Shuberts will produce "Rompresident
Miss CauBtlque I guess he means
Congress Trill be asked to appro ance," by Edward Shelton, as Win- that she spent that much entertainpriate $23,000,000 toward the con throp Ames has disposed of his rights ing the man before she got It
struction of the highway. The. south in the play to them,
lias been virtually neglected by con
AS SHE LOOKED AT IT.
George V. Hobart is extending the
gress, in the matter ol highway ap- "Dinkelspiel" sketch, into a three-ac- t
propriations, since thej civil war, anf play to be produced in the spring in
with the southland's representatives England by Joseph Hart.
, :
in control of the affairs at WashingPhilip Bartholomoe, author of "Over
Nicht" and "Little Miss Brown," has
ton, would receive more Jrlendly
there than would any other. formed a theatrical producing firm
San Diego pledged $10,000 toward with Leander Richardson, formerly
the expenses of tha convention at press representative of W. A. Brady.
Ashville and the campaign at Wash- and will make general productions.
ington and within two days $2,000 of
Arthur Hammerstein has engaged
this sum was raised by C. W. Fox, Belle Blanche, the vaudeville 'singer,
a director f the San Diego exposi-tio- , to head a company 'which will pre
who was made chairman of the sent "The Firefly" in western cities.
tinanco committee Collier, Jackson, Before departing for Chicago, where
Colonel Ed Fletcher and Rufus Choate. the western company will open. Miss
of San Diego, 'and Dell N. Potter of Blanche will sing one special per
Arizona, were named as delegates to formance with the New York comthe Ashville convention.
pany at the Casino, New York,
San Diego has been made the south-er- a
terminus of the Pacific coast highIf your children are subject to atway skirting the ocean from Vai
Frank (after Bhe has accepted his
of croup, watch for the first
tacks
But I'm afraid I'm not
BY
terwestern
the
O., tnd
proposal)
rouver,
ChamberGive
hoarseness.
symptom,
minus of the CaliforniaTState high- lain's Cough Remedy as sorn as the good enough for you, dearest.
Tessie I know; but you're too good
way extending inland to. Elv Centra child becomes hoarse and the attack
to
be thrown away on some other
All of this road woujd become a part may be warded off. For sale by all
girL
Adv.
dealers.
of the
circle of the
proposed highway. The suggested
WELL AIRED
route would give to auto tourists the
whortest and most direct route from
4
oocean to ocean, open to travel in
4
WITH THE BOXERS
::omfort almost the entire year, with
easier grades through the mountains
than any other that could be devised.
Yankee Schwartz and Bat Scultz
Arizona and New Mexico have en- have been signed to box in Columbus,
into the plan, the O., January 29. ,
tered enthusiastic-alonly one whereby those states could
Johnny Coulon, the American banbe placed on the
high- tamweight champion, has passed up
way and from the, southern states fur- the offer of f3,000 to meet Charley
ther eastward is coming every assur- Ledoux in Paris.
ance of interest and
Jim Jeffries declares that he neva"
There temporary organizations are learned the crouch from Tomm
being formed and delegates to the Ryan, but from boxing with big Bob
AeJivHIh convention chosen.
Armstrong
In earning a draw in his recent bout
Cecil Do Mille may revive "The with Joe Rivers, Leach Cross showed
New York fans thai he was a real
Charity Ball"
fighter.
Spike Kelly's defat of Ray Bron-Kii- n
He Miss Blgmouthe talks incesin Memphis the other night, has
doesn't she?
santly,
boosted the stork of the Chicago box-tShe Yes; she claims that a per--j
some.
quite
son s opinions get musty it tney
Jimmy WbInIi, the Boston bantam- aren't aired.
weight, h:m been engaged as boxing
instructor at the Brookline Municipal
TRUE
Rymnaslum, Brookllne, Mass.
(
Abe Attcll( Al Kaufman and othe'
boxers who have been declared in tfrw
down and out class, will not be allowed to compete in bouts in San
I'inn'isra in the future.
H looks as If Jack Dillon had dis
posed of Frank Mantell as a contendIN 2
er for the middleweight title. Man-tenever bad a chance with the
THE CHILDROi Iloosier boxer In their recent bout at.
Providence.
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

jEEr

Pi

y

l

n

v;v j5

$

ll

FOR

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S IIOKEYjmTAB;
X COMMON COLD nerVcted may go
01
rnsk kly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS,
sud-.""t
jCU I'ONIA wbic'u often means a
Keen FOLEY'S HONEY
"fatality.
AMD TAR COMPOUNDalwaya in the
ana Five -.at first sign of a cold.
rtni
'Jir.Ux substitute"ii cr"
Drug Co.
O

O

3ctierer

court
You are further notified that unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
appearance in said cause on or before
the 24th day of KOnnry, A. D. lifiM,
jiidgment by default and decree pro
confesso will be entered therein
against you.

Plaintiffs attorney is William J.
Lucas whose postoffice
address is
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk.

SALE OF TIMBER.

Albuquerque,

December 20, 1912. Sealed bids
marked outside "Bid, timber Sale Ap
plication, October 10, 1912, Pecos" and
addressed to the District Forester,
Forest Service, Albuquerque, N. M.,
will be received up to and including
the 3rd day of February, 1913, for all
the merchantable dead timber standing or down and all the live timber
marked for cutting by a forest officer,
located on an area to be definitely designated by a Forest Officer before
cutting begins, including about 2940
acres in approximately Sees. 15, 16, 17,
20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 33, 34 and 35, Tp. 19 N,
R. 14 E., and Sees. 2 and 3 Tp. 18 N,
R 14 E., N. M. P. M, on the Manuelitos
Creek watershed within the Pecos
fjrest, esiraated to be 3,773,000
ft. B. M. of Western Yellow Pine,
Douglas Fir, and White Fir sawtiraber,
more or less... No bid of less than
$2.50 per M. ft. B. M. will be considered and a deposit of $500.00 must be
sent to the First National Bank, Albuquerque, N. M., for each bid submitted to the District Forester. Timber
upon valid claims" is exempt from
sale. The right to reject any and all
bids is reserved. For further information governing sales, address Forest Supervisor, Pecos National Forest,
Santa Fe, New Mexico. ARTHUR C.
RINGLAND, District Forester.
N. M.,

Na-lon-

SALE

05 TIMBER,

Albuquerque,
Sealed
N. M- December
20, 1912.
bids marked outaide. "Bid, timber
Sale Applicaion. November 20, 1912,

Pecos" and addressed to the District
Forester, Forest Service, Albuquerque,
N. M., will be reieived up to and including the 27th day of January, 1913,
for all the merchantable dead timber
standing or down and all the live timber marked for cutting by a Forest
ofllcer, located on an area to be defin
Itely dotilgnated by a Forest, officer
before the cuttins begins, including
about C40 acres in approximately Sees.
R. 14 E.. N. M.
2 and 11, Tp. 19 N
P. M., on the watershed of the Manue
litos Creek, within the Pecos National
Forest, estimated to be 553,500 ft B.
M. of Western Yellow Pine, Douglas
Fir, and White Fir sawtlmber,. more
or less. No bid of less than $2.50 per
M. ft. B. M. will be considered and
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
a
deposit of $300.00 must he sent to
"
vs.
Howard
Clabby
Jimmy
the First National Bank, Albuquerque,
Baker,
10 rounds, at Denver.
N. M., for each bid submitted to the
.Take Abel vs. "Knockout" Brown,
District Forester. Timber upon valid
10 rounds, at Atlanta.
claims is exempt from sale. The right
Danny Goodman vs. Freddie Welsh,
to reject any and all bids is reserved-Fo- r
15 rounds, at St. Joseph.
further information governing
Jim Savage vs. Tom Kennedy, 10
Miss Chance Men like women with sales, address Forest Supervisor, Perounds, at New Orleans.
intelligence.
cos National Forest, Santo Fe, New
Miss WiHe Yes. provided they have
Johnny Dohan vs. Young McDon-ougAlITIIUFt
C. RINGLAND,
Mexico.
of It to refrain from Impress10 rounds,
at Manchester, enouKh
District
Foretiter,
ing thu muu with his Ignorance.
N. II.
"'

7

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

It

COLUMN
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

RESTAURANT AND CAFI

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAI N ABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

The above named defendants, toft it: The William
Greek Irrigation
d
Company and the
Construction Company Will take
notice that a suit has been begun in
the district court of the Fourth Judicial district, sitting within and jr
the county of San Miguel for the purpose of, among other things, foreclosing a certain chattel mortgage made,
executed and delivered by Oscar B.
Underwood to The
Marion Steam
Shovel Company, a corporation, the
said chattel mortgage being so made,
executed and delivered to secure the
payment cf three promissory notes
dated August 11, 1909, for the sums
of one thousand ($1000.00) dollars,
eighteen hundred and fourteen $1814)
dollars and eighteen hundred and
fourteen ($1814) dollars respectively,
the said promissory notes being due
and payable in six, nine and
twelve months after date respectively, the
principal sum, interest
and attorney's fees in said promissory notes being still due and unpaid,
with the exception of the sum of five
hundred ($500.00) dollars, the said
cause being entitled the Marion
Steam Shove! Company, Plaintiff, vs.
Oscar B. Underwood, the William
Creek Irrigation Company, the Cam-fiel- d
Development Company, and Tne
Naramore-Underwoo- d
Construction
Company, Defendants, and being numon the ioaicet
bered
of said

(Seal)

im

TOE

WANT

d

Naramore-Under-woo-

a route through its territory.

ocean-to-ocea-

Naramore-Undelwoo-

No. 7479.

SOUTHERN NATIONAL ROAD WILL
CONNECT WITH
AT SAN DIEGO

'

the

THE OPT.IC

Construction Company, Defendants.

vived.

Wheeler Earl, a brother of Virginia
Karl, is in vaudeville in a skit.
Gertrude Bryan of "Little Boy Blue"
fame, may soon go into vaudeville
Jack Bonavlta, well known as a
San Diego, Calif., Jan. 23. Prelim- lion tamer, is going into the moving
inary organization of the Southern pictures.
Naficual Highway association has
'The Daughter of Heaven is to
been affected here, and at a conven- open about the middle of next month
tion to be held at Ashville, X. C, on in Chicago.
Dronsori Howard's play. "An Enemy
January 30, next, this will be made
permanent. The organization will In- of the People," is shortly to have a
clude ten states of the Southland, production.
the purpose being: to secure a
The first of the spring productions
highway across the United by the Shuberts will be "The PassStates, swinging around the Atlantic ing Show of 1913."
coast to the national capital. This
"The Military Girl" is to resume its
would connect with a projected high- tour, probably with Arthur Deagon
to tbt at the head of the company.
way through New England
Canadian line, and at San Diego, with
Ada Reeve, the English comedienth Pacific highway through Califor ne, is to appear in the United States
nia. Oreiron, Washington, to British' next fall in a musical comedy.
When
Columbia.
this Is completed
Margaret Anglln will end her tour
the aulo tourists may travel over a this month, as she has decided not
magnificent road in a great circle to use her new play this season,
around the United States.
Taul Morton, lata with the Foar
Colonel Dell M. Potter of Clifton, Mortons, popular in vaudeville, has
Arizona, was elected temporary pres- formed a comedy duo with Naomi
ident; D. C. Collier, of San Diego, Glass.
who Is president of the San, Diego
There is a Shaw revival in London,
as "Fanny's First Play" is, to be sucexposition in 1913, general
and Fred Jackson, of San "Diego, ceeded hy "John Bull's Other Istreasurer.
Already
telegrams are land."
Alexandra Carlisle will play in
pouring in from the governors and
prominent residents of. the southern London the role created in this coul- states through which the highway trv bv Julia Dean in "Bought and
would pass. Each state. Is to select raid For."

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County of San Miguel. In
the District Court.
The Marlon Steam Shovel Company,
Plaintiff, vs. Oscar B. Underwood,
the William Creek Irrigation Company, the Camfield Development

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL
A. M. Regular com- -

Vjk,r

K.V'X

ADVER-

munioation first and
Thursday in
each, month. Visiting
brothers cordially m- -'

vite,l- - Wm. P. Mills,
NT
W. M., H. S .Van Petten,
Secretary.

TISEMENTS
Five

LODGE
NO. .
KNIGHTS OF f
TH I AS Meets

DORADO

I

Monday eve
in
Castli

ery
nlng

Hall.

Vlsitinj
Knights ar cordi
ally invited. Chas
Liebachner, Chai
cellor Commandei
Harry Martin, Keeper of Records

fe

cents per line eacn Insertion.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave sec. d Tuea-iy- "
lines. All
advertle merits charged
and Seal.
day in each month at Mawill be booked at space actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H. F. O. E.
without regard to number of words.
Meets first and third Tue
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
day evenings each month at Wood
corder.
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordi
ally invited to attend. A. M. Adler,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- L. 0. O. MOOSE Meets second
an'
each month at Masonic
fourth
Thursday evening eafe
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsttlnr
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, K P., F. O.
brothers cordially invited.
Dr. H
W.
Blood, Secretary.
J. Thornhtii
Houf, Dictator;
Secretary.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN S.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and inlrd Fridays
LOCAL TIME CARD
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
EAST BOUND
WANTiiO.Reliable woman to assist
Telephone Main 329.
with nursing at Las Vegas hospital.
Arrive
Depart
Reg-l'ykul-

'

Wanted

NO.
Lady or gentleman of FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
fair education to do home work or 102 Mees every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
travel. Good salary guaranteed. Ad8 o'clock.
are
Visidng
dress M. M., 802 M.iin avenue.
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome,
WILLOW RIVER, B. C Main line
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
G. T. P. and P & H. R railways;
entrance great Peace River country.
White, Pacific Land and Town-site- s MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
Co., Ltd., 178 Pao. Bldg., Vanlove at Woodmen of the World hall,
couver, B. C, for maps, plates,
on the second and fourth Fridays
printed matter. Agents wanted.
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Visiting members are especially
welcome and cordially invited.
FOR RENT Two or three light
housekeeping rooms; furnished or
unfurnished. 303 Grand.
J E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
FOR RENT Small chicken ranch with Tuesday of the month in the vestry
five room house and orchard. Rent
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cheap if taken at once. Call at 802
Main avenue.
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Grecnclay, Sec
FOR RENT Furnished house with
rotary.
electric light and bath. Apply 621
Railroad avenue.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
FOR RENT Two room furnished
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
house, 921 Lincoln.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts,
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
WANTED

For Rent

I.

Business,

--

Directory
PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
lard wood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Ride Plaaa
Old Town

....

et

B.

general

Bicycle

ind

Repairing

JICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
520 Sixth St
East Las Vegas.

Automobile, Carriage &

SIDti PAINTING
N.

429

0.

HERMAN

Qrand Ave

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

2

4....
8
10

No.
No.

1.

No.

7

No.

9

p. m
p. m
a. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

p. m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
fi:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
,6:35 p. m

. . .

3

p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m
a. m
p. m
p. m

ATTORNKYn
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkei
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New Mexlc;

DENTISTS
CLIFFORD

PLEW

Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Olive 546J
Residence Telephone
Main 67
Office Telephone
DR.

E.

L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Crockett Building.

Main 111
Main ISi

Office Telephone
House Telephone

DR. F. R. LORD
Will be associated wita Dr. Cliffor.;

Plew Indefinitely.
PIONEER BUILDING.
Main 7
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, Office Telephone
41S
Main
1. Meets every Monday evening at Residence Telephone
their hall on Sixth street All visit
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
lng brethren cordially invited to at
Dentist
tend. J. D. Friedenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Dental work pf any description at
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; moderate prices.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Tel. Main 136
Room. 7 Center Block.
East Las Vegas, Ni M.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks "home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.

H. C. YOUNG

Lock and Gunsmith

No.
No.
No.
No.

Persons troubled with partial para-lvsi- s
are of-every much benefited
the affected parts
by massaging
thoroughly when applying cnamDer-lain'Liniment. This liniment also
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
s

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 ibe., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 lbs. to .. 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 5d lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.

AGU

A

20e per 100 lbs,
--

. . 25o

100

per

....30e per

lb.

100 lbs.

40c per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

BOc

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-

ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot bo cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure,
F. J. CHENEY & CO.; Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,

and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.

NATIONAL. BANK OF COMMERCE,
ToleGo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces- of the system.

Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
When you
for a cough
Iain's Cough
be depended
snfft to t.'iliit.
Adv.

want a reliable medicine
or cold take Cahmber
It can always
Remedy.
upon and Is pleasant and
For sale by all dealer

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
ClaBslfiei ads. search out the people to whomamong all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someone
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery

and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical
struments.

In- -

fe
U

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al! poa-slble sorts of things, they have com to be finders of the best mr.
'
kets.
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Opportunity Is Knocking atgYour Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for S7.50

per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.

Send In Your Subscription at Once
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GAME TONIGHT

Complete change of program at the
Photoplay tonight Adv.

PER QUART
At the Store of

24,

1913.

'

EASTEli BALL TO BE

BIG BASKETBALL

Light automobile lamps at 6:03
o'clock this evening.

Cranberries
15 c

LOCAI, NEWS

--

LAS VEGAS AND SANTA FE HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS' TEAMS TO
CONTEST AT ARMORY.

GIVEN

BY-

H. OF

III

C

i

'

According to its yearly custom the
This evening at 8:15 o'clock at the Las Vegas council of the Knights of
For Sale Upright piano In good
condition. 1023 Lincoln avenue.
armory the referee's wnistle will Columbus will give a dance on Easter
blow, starting what ia expected to be Monday in the armory. This was debourbon
of the fastest games of basket cided uron at a meeting of the coun
a
one
dram
Old
Try
Taylor
qf
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
ball ever seen in Las Vegas. The cil held last evening Grand Knight
Santa Fe high school and the Las Richard Devine appointed the followaal Vegas high school girls' basketball ing committee to take charge of .the
table
and
chair
for
Mahogany
4
at a resonable price. Telephone Main teams will be the principal attrac- ball: A. P. Moran, E. P. Mackel,
284.
tion, but the game between tie eighth Frank Angel, Peter Basleer, Martin
grade teams of the Normal and the Delgado and Colbert C. Root. The
Tonight 1b your last chance to see High school, as a preliminary to the best music obtainable will be ?cnred
Rip Van Winkle at the Urowne thea- big event, will be well worth seeing. and every effort will bo made to make
ter. Adv
A big attendance is expected, as it the dance enjoyable.
Many people In
is to be the only inter-citand the
Lent
observe
Las
Veeas
game
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged played here this winter. The bas- Knights of Columbus propose to be
in the wood. Direct from distillery to ketball fans of the city are urged to the first organization to provide danc
turn out in full force to see the game ing for the people of Las Vega, after
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
and help the local team win. The the season of
Rip Van Winkle at the Browne Santa Fe aggregation arrived today
The meeting last evening was largetheater tonight. Complete change of and is right on edge for the game this ly attended and enthusiastic;.
The
program at the Photoplay. Adv."
evening.
Knights of Columbus are planning to
During the evening the Junior class organize a class for the first three
B. S. Showalter, who has been lay- of the High school will have a candy degrees of the order, to be initiated
ing off for several days, has resumed sale at the armory. The admission in the early spring.
his duties as clerk at the East Las is 35 cents for both the games. Folof the local high
Vegas postofflce.
lowing Is the nne-uschool team: DeSaix Evans,, captain,
HISS SiilTil LOYAL
Z2
Miss May Schlott, bookkeeper for J. c; Elizabeth Parnell, r. c; Gladys
the La? Vegas Light and Power com- McVeagh, t; Cbella Van Petten, f.;
pany, has fully recovered from her re- Nellie Wells, g.; Alice Connell, g.
cent Illness and is again at her work
Tomorrow, Saturday, is positively
FORMER INSTRUCTOR OFFERS TO
A Bargain. Beginning tomorrow the last day cf the big clearance sale
RENEW HER CASH PRIZE FOR
morning: at 9 o'clock I will sell all at Greenberger's. Adv.
COMMERCIAL STUDENTS.
my household furniture, Including din
fnrin
room
of
kitchen
the
bed
committee
and
The
ing room,
charge
Miss Martha B. Smith, wno laid ne
J. 0. dances given by the Buen Tiempo club
nlture and sewing machine.
foundation for the present flourishnext
710
a
Main avenue.
announces for
Baker,
Friday evening
ing commercial
department at the
"ragging party", which will be held New Mexico Normal
University, is
The public is cordially invited to in the Fraternal Brotherhood hall. All
still
interested in the school.
attend the lecture to be given this members and their guests are invited She greatly
has written from lampton, Va.,
evening at Temple Montefiore by Rab to attend' the party.
where she is connected with Hampbi Jacob Landau on "Shylock and the
ton Institute, to Dr. Frank H. H. RobThis evening at the Elks' club the
Misrepresentation of the Jew in Lit
erts, president of the New Mexico
erature." The services will begin Kelly and the Losey teams will roll
Normal University, that she will retheir game in the bowling tournament new
promptly at 8 o'clock.
her offer of a cash prize to me
The bowling committee will select a student in the
commercial departtoof
Word was received In Las Vegas
substitute who will roll in place
ment doing the most thorough work.
day that an employe of the Agua Fura Bert W. Kelly, captain of the Kelly
Following Is an extract from Miss
company working at La Junta, Colo., team, who recently went to Denver. Smlth'8
letter:
had suffered a broken back.
Steph The game is scheduled to commence
"The Optic containing the anen Powers, superintendent of the com at 8:30 o'clock. All Elks and their
nouncement in regard to the commerpany, left this afternoon for La Junta ladies are cordially Invited to attend. cial
department at the Normal came
to see that the man receives proper
two days ago. I have had to delay
care.
On Wednesday afternoon the Wo- my response,
owing to the pressure
man's club held; an unusually interest- of work during office hours and my
Two big applications for wild ani ing meeting' in the Commercial club desire to send a
properly constructmal bounties were made today at tha rooms, which was attended by a large ed letter instead of a pen written
The one.
court house. M. B. Settles, who gives number of the club members.
his address as Las Vegas, asked foi club is doing much) good work and its
"Of course you kkow I was delightthe ed to hear that at last you have the
$253, having killed 32 coyotes, 12 wild activities are far reaching for
A full ac- commercial Instruction on the proper
cats and 11 lobo wolves. John Wilson good of the community.
of East Las Vegas, asked for $140, count of this meeting will appear in basis. I look upon my connection with
having killed 17 coyotes, five wild tomorow's society columns of The Op- it as the happiest teaching In my
cats and seven lobo wolves.
tic.
experience, and to have it grow and
progress so successfully makes a7
The lineup of the Santa Fe high
The excursion and jpoonlight skati- effort of mine seem douoly worth
school girls' basketball team for the ng" party up the canyon, which was while. I anticipate for the work ingame this evening will be as follows
to have been given tomorrow even- creasing usefulness, in accordance
(capt.) forward; ing by the T. Mi. C. A., has been call- with your belief and the faith
Dorothy Safford,
Helen Winter, forward; Annie Kaune, ed off, as it was impossible to inter- the regents have evinced In its fucenter; Dorothy Hayward, center; est the necessary number of people. ture.
Miriam Cartwrlght, guard; Consuelo Secretary Le Noir hopes that at some
"I wish to make a similar offer
Bergere, fcuard. The substitutes are later date an excursion may be ar- this year, provided you and ProfesRuth Safford, Ad,ela Muller and Phyl-ly- s ranged and that everybody wishing sor Cornell approve. I haven't a cops
Mayne.
to go will hand in his name in time of your catalogue and can't recall
definitely the terms upon which the
to assure the success of the party.
prize was offered. I shall be glad' to
Judson P. Moore, aged 47, died yes
have you to send me one, and also to
Mexico
New
Hospital
terday at the
have you let me know If you wish the
LAW
A "TWO-BIT- "
for the Insane, where he had been a
Denver, Jan. 24.' A modified "two
patient for some time. He is survived by his mother, Mrs. Sarah Moore, bit" campaiga fund bill was introduced
of Demlng, who has been notified. in the senate today by Senator CarMr. Moore's body is being held at the ver. It provides that the state chairestablishinment of the Las Vegas Un- man of eacli political party shall
from the state treasurer 20
dertaking company pending Instri'v
cents
each vote cast by that party
for
is
who
Mrs.
from
expecttlong
Moore,
ed to arrive here tonight or tomorrow. at the last state election, to be used
as a campaign fund.
It further provides that no candidate
shall contribute' to the state committee more trnn'40 per cent of his fiist
I!
A
year's saiarv and that his total campaign .?xpciulitures shall not etcee-uO per cent of that salary.
The Carver bill is intendsd to supplant tho ptes.jnt "two bit" law under
which the Ftntc chairman receives 25
cents for each party vote. In open. . . ,
ing deliberations in tho house today
Chaplain M. b Had prayed that harmony might prevail and that factional
We are daily presenting our
strife m!"ht be cieroome. Although
A
results of perfect laundering to
lie mentioned no names, members of
housm
the
he
belief
that
the
expressed
hundreds of patrons, who are
referred to the contest among the
endorsing it wiih their condemocratic members to enlarge the
committee on rules.
tinued patronage.
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FANCY TABLE APPLES

K

Winesap, Roman Beauties, Jonathan, Improved Spy, Colorado
; h
Red, Famous
,

'

Baltimore Oysters
Try WHITE BEAUTY

COOKING

OIL

J. H. STEARNS
-- GROCER-

S

n flxDoW O & D

L

&

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
J"-- D. V7m O Oil 3 Oil

If it may be "termed a science
.

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

The

Science of

of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

Selling

Farms

0:PTIC
WANT COLU MNS
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of Ihe Best of Everything Eatable

.FOR.. CASH'.

For one week only commencing January 18 and
ending January 24 we wiSP scli our Absolutely
Pure Cactus Brand Lard
.

$1.10

I IIHO

I'D

wrin
at your windows when VICTOR shades are
not to wrinkle, fade or curl at edges.
On
in the Unit Package,
,

J. G. JOHNSEN

("

CO. STORE

,

'' I. I,

'

I

'CI'

school

....

-

(B3l

guar, r teed
sale! here

SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
r
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitant Cashier

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis', VicO President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
VSPF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Deposiicrs Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Tims Deposits

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

or call and we will have our demonstrator

Telephone
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Phone Main 344.

&

Machine

Whalen,

Co

& Fowler" iPrfcps

THERE IS NO LIE UN THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

"IIUIIIS

UALITY FRUITS"

best.

SHIRTS, COLLARS,
CUFF

WORK THAT

IS

UNEQUALLED.

Las Vegas Steam

:i Tl'E fiRAAF LlOB

mum

For FERNDELL
and you get (he

PERFB1BIHCE

60c
40c

'.

,

l

'

AND

Large Pails
Medium Palls
5mall Palls

'3t--

task of hanging the shade in the windows is viewed
in the same light as setting up the fall stove.
this store we take all that work off the housewife's
hands.
Every quarter dozen or more Victor Hand
Made Shades purchased here is hung in your windows without
extra cost
We do this work and do it well. It is iust a part of
this store's service to patrons that increases the mutual.
good-wi- ll
between you and ourselves.
fs-

"TSIE KIND THAT IS KOT

complete line of

c.

,

THE

p

California Fancy White Cauliflower, New Mexico Spinach,
Green Table Onions, Radishes Sou Bunches, Parsley, Sweet
Potatoes, Celery, Cabbage, Onions, Turnips, Navel Oranges,
It ft i
Bananas, Florida Grapefriut, Lemons,

v

FREE

J

--

y

VICTOR SHADES HUNG

self-denia- l.

Extra Fancy Mexico Tomatoes, California Head Lettuce,

IF

LAS VEGAS COUNCIL OF THE OR
DER ARRANGbb TO, GIVE A
DANCE ON MARCH 24

'

The Cash Grocer

III ll

,

.

l,

y

IKE DAVIS

V

;

Laundry
i'hont hUin

SI

'

017 Dough

Art

TWO AIRMEN KILLED
Jan. 24. Two
Atatnpes
France,
French airmen were killed near here
today while making a flight in a monoplane. Charles Nienport and bis
were flrim: at considerable
hrirfit when tlifir machine doubled
up and foil to the earth, killing both
of them instantly.
Cbirlea Nieiiport
wus a wealthy manufacturer and Inventor. He had
fi'fsU ii
timiiojl,'in-Has a bulkier of
rfifi all) on
He
.'!.i!V.
l,i

ft

c'8

ifd-ii'M-

i

Fctniiiry

Vi l,n4

y

Highest In Quality

Preserves,
Jams
and Jellies

U

UCIiER'S

.

"The Cuff

Delicious In Flavour
you wtxnt the highest
quality in canned fruits

Insist on vliunts"

Man'

If

wrs- William
White, who has
been a resident of Las Vegas for a
number of years, died suddenly this
morning from a severe, attack of
Mrs. White, who reside!
apoplexy.
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles Rogers, was taken Hi this morning. UP
to that tfnio nhe was apparently in
ttfimiiluttj lii1;ri:iit good health.
Funeral arranfMm'snts
'
t
ibavrj not been mntl

to Tie Substantially the
prime, or otherwise, and now different in case they are changed. It
v.ouhl seem to ma well, it the offer
w as to be made, to Iiavfi it before the
mufienta as early as posnibie, bo that
advantage of
tli';y would lave

conditions

AT
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